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James Madison and other leaders in the

American Revolution employed the term

"popular government" to signify the Ideal of a

democratic, or "popular," government—

a

government, as Abraham Lincoln later put It,

of the people, by the people, and for the

people. In that spirit Popular Goi'ciiiment

offers research and analysis on state and local

government In North Carolina and other issues

of public concern. For, as Madison said, "A
people who mean to be their own governors

must arm themselves with the power which
knowledge gives."
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Issues, events, and developments of current interest to state and local government

Digests of Bills Now Available Online through School of Government

As part of its Legislati\e Reporting

Service, the Institute of Govern-

ment now is offering a new
feature: online digests of bills filed in the

General Assembly. This unique service

was previously available only to legisla-

tors and their staff.

For each bill, a single document pro-

vides a digest of the original bill and a
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summary of each subsequent change, m-

cluding amendments, committee substi-

tutes, conference reports, and enactment.

For more than sixty years, the

subscription-based Legislative Reporting

Service has informed local governments,

state agencies, and North Carolina citi-

zens about the status and the content of

North Carolina legislation. The center-

piece of the Legislative Reporting Ser-

vice has been the Daily Bulletin, published

at the end of each day that the General

Assembly is in session. The Daily Bul-

letin contains a summary of every bill

introduced and every amendment,

committee substitute, and conference

report adopted. It also records the daily

action taken on the floor of the House

and the Senate with respect to each bill.

Summaries of each version of every

bill introduced in the General Assembly

from 1987 through 2002 now are avail-

able to the public online. By subscribing

to the Daily Bulletin, clients gain access

from 1987 through the current session.

Access to the digests of these bills

provides insight into context and back-

ground, as well as evidence of legislative

intent. It allows researchers to trace the

evolution of a bill from proposal to law.

Librarians, attorneys, judges, law clerks,

law school personnel, lobbyists, and

others find the Daily Bulletin and its asso-

ciated programs useful, for they save time

and effort in researching legislation.

To access the new free online service

(digests from 1987 through 2002), go to

www.dailybulletin.unc.edu, and click

the Archives link.

To subscribe to the Daily Bulletin,

go to www.dailybulletin.unc.edu, or

contact the School of Government's

publications office, at (919) 966-4119

or sales@sog.unc.edu.

Gastonia Mayor Honored as Woman Municipal Leader

^"^ n December 9, at its annual

, Congress of Cities, the National

- ' League of Cities named Jennifer

Stultz, mayor of Gastonia, as one of two

winners of the first Women in Municipal

Government (WIMG) Leadership Award.

Stultz, Gastonia's first female mayor,

and Marilee Chinnici-Zuercher, mayor

of Dublin, Ohio, were honored for their

outstanding achievements as local

elected leaders.

Since taking office in 1999, Stultz has

overseen investments of more than

$25 million in the center city and down-

town development and more than

$ 104 million in a new and expanded

industrial base. In 2000 she established

a Mayor's Task Force on Homelessness,

which has reduced Gastonia's homeless-

ness by 20 percent and is now developing

a Ten-Year Plan to End Chronic Home-

lessness. She was instrumental in halting

the demolition of the cit}''s historic court-

house, built in 1911, and she and the

city council worked to get it remodeled

into a one-stop shop for business. In

2003 she established the city's first

Mayor's Youth Council. In 2004,

NC TASH (formerly the Association for

Persons with Severe Handicaps) named

her its Community Advocate for her sup-

port of disabled and homeless persons.

WIMG launched the Leadership

Award to showcase and honor the

achievements of women in local leader-

ship. The sponsors are General Motors

Corporation and ICMA Retirement

Corporation. WIMG was established in

1974 to serve as a forum for communi-

cation, networking, and information-

sharing among female municipal officials

and their colleagues around the nation.
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Workshops to Build

Community Capacity

to Stop Domestic and

Sexual Violence

An communities in North Caro-

lina experience domestic and

sexual violence. Most have pro-

grams to respond to the needs of victims

and to educate the community about

prevention of future violence. Unfort-

unately, that might not be enough.

With support from the N.C. Gover-

nor's Crime Commission, the Public

Intersection Project at the School of

Government will host seven workshops

in early 2006 bringing key stakeholders

together to assess and strengthen their

community's capacity to stop domestic

and sexual violence.

Invitations have been sent to cit\' and

county managers and elected officials,

directors of domestic and sexual vio-

lence programs, leaders of area United

Ways, and foundation officers. Commu-
nity leaders from the private sector

and from faith-based organizations are

encouraged to attend.

A team of up to eight participants

from each communit)' will decide which

workshop to attend together. For more

information about the workshops

or registration, go to www.public

intersection.unc.edu/registration.htm.

Dates and locations for the seven

workshops are as follows:

January 18

February 7

February 15

March 13

March 14

March 22

April 7

Washington

Wilmington

Chapel Hill

Lenoir

Winston-Salem

Concord

Sylva

For more information about the

content of the workshops or about

encouraging the participation of your

community stakeholders, contact Mar-

garet Henderson at (919) 966-3455,

margaret@sog.unc.edu, or Lydian

Altman-Sauer at (910) 592-4408,

lydian@sog.unc.edu.

A Treasure Chest of

Practical Knowledge

I

o

V '

75
YEARS

n 1931, law professor Albert Coates began a private

enterprise, the Institute of Government. He saw a need for

organized instruction, research, and advice to meet the practical needs of North

Carolina public officials. Seventy-five years later, the School of Government is the

legacy of Coates's vision and drive, supported by many North Carolinians across

the decades. The School is a treasure chest of practical knowledge, enhancing the

lives of North Carolinians by engaging in scholarship that helps public officials and

citizens understand and improve state and local government.

Popular Government has been one mainstay of the School's history, publishing

continuously since 1931. Throughout 2006 the magazine will mark the School's

seventy-fifth anniversary in a varien' of ways, including seeking the views of public

officials about the next twenty-five years for North Carolina, its governing

institutions, and the role of the School.

In this issue I am glad to highlight the core of how the School helps citizens and

public officials. A list of topics in which faculty have expertise is included as a per-

forated insert. Faculty teach, write, and advise officials in all one hundred counties

and in hundreds of cities across the state. Further, they assist officials of the judicial

system, state government agency officials, and members of the North Carolina

General Assembly.

The array of subjects in which faculty have expertise goes from A to Z—from

laws on abuse and neglect (of children or elderly people) to zoning. It reflects the

consistency of the School's mission and its flexibilit)' to meet the needs of the twenty-

first century. Some recent efforts of the School to keep pace with developments in

law, finance, and public administration are the North Carolina Civic Education

Consortium, the Center for Public Technology, and its support and hosting of the

UNC at Chapel Hill Environmental Finance Center.

We welcome your thoughts on what the role of the School should be in supporting

government officials and citizens in 2006, and what the fumre holds for North Carolina,

its citizens, and state and local government officials. Send your ideas to John Stephens,

editor. Popular Government, at (919) 962-5190 or stephens@sog.unc.edu.

Michael R. Smith, Dean, School of Government

First Class Graduates from CIO Certification Program

Tn November 2005 the inaugural class of the School of Government's Chief

Information Officer (CIO) Certification Program graduated. The class included

t... thirty-four local government directors of information technology from various

counties and municipalities across the state.

Initiated in January 2005, the program is the first in the nation specifically

targeted at local government CIOs. It consists of ten two-day modules, yielding

240 hours of instruction. Topics include enterprise issues, strategic technology

planning, communication, project management, emerging trends, risk assessment

and management, acquisition management, change management, leadership,

security, grantsmanship, and financial trends.

For additional information on the CIO program and other offerings of the

Center for Public Technology, visit the center's website at www.cpt.unc.edu.

WINTER 2006
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Charles A. Szypszak

Local governments perform the

usually inconspicuous but vital

function of maintaining public

records of private real estate ownership.

The purchase and the financing of real

estate in a market economy depend on

accessible and reliable

information

North Carolina's public real estate

records are managed by county registers

of deeds. These elected officials are

governed by laws and practices that

fundamentally have remained the same

during radical increases in the volume and

the complexity of real estate conveyances

and finance, even as entirely new

technologies have become available for

processing information.

about ownership

interests: Purchasers count on

the records to confirm that sellers have

rights that may be transferred. Lenders

rely on the records to make certain that

the interests borrowers offer as security

are what they are represented to be.

The author is a School of Government

faculty member specializing in real

property lau: Contact him at szypszak®

sos.unc.edu.

North Carolina's public real estate

records are managed by count)' registers

of deeds (for definitions of "register" and

other terms that appear in boldface t}pe,

see the sidebar on page 6). These elected

officials are governed by laws and

practices that fundamentally have

remained the same during radical

increases in the volume and the

complexit}' of real estate con-

veyances and finance, even as

entirely new technologies have

become available for process-

ing information.

North Carolina now is

transforming its land record

laws and recording pro-

cedures to adjust to the

modern transactional en-

vironment. The state just

took a big step with legis-

lation that fundamentally

changes the registers'

role by limiting their

responsibility for re-

viewing documents

submitted for record-

ing, or registration.

The registers' role soon will

change even more dramatically with the

implementation of widespread

electronic recording. This article briefly

describes the challenges and the oppor-

tunities now facing registers of deeds.

Real Estate Transfers

Real estate is a major component of

investment and wealth. From an indi-

vidual perspective, it may be someone's

cherished home. Valuable assets attract

fraud. Much of real estate law is in-

tended to address this risk, providing

mechanisms for protecting valid rights

of ownership against wrongdoing.

At the heart of this law are rules re-

quiring documentary proof of ownership

and giving priorit}' rights in competing

claims to those who record their docu-

ments publicly. The land records main-

tained by county registers play a central

role in the operation of the rules. This

role is evolving in response to changes

in the nature of real estate transactions

and in the technology for creating,

transferring, and storing documents.

Authenticating Documents

For centuries the law has required that

those claiming to have acquired an

interest in real estate have some written

evidence of the conveyance.' This rule

stems from the English Statute of

Frauds, which was imported into the

American legal system and is firmly

embedded in North Carolina law.

But documents can be forged and

used to commit fraud. The law there-

fore imposes requirements of formalir>'

on documents intended to convey real

estate interests.

Not much is required for a document

to prove a real estate conveyance—only

enough information to identify' the

property and the parties, and a signature

by the person making the conveyance.

But such an informal document may
raise questions of authenticir^'.

To address this concern, a document's

execution is acknowledged by a third

party with official capacit}-. Usually this

function is performed by a notary or a

notary public, who is commissioned by

the state and governed by procedural

POPULAR G O \" E R N .M E N T



rules (which in North Carolina fall with-

in the secretary of state's jurisdiction).

Certain other government officials, such

as clerks of court and registers, also are

authorized by statute to perform this

function. The official verifies the signer's

identity on the basis of the official's per-

sonal knowledge, identification such as a

driver's license, or recognition by some-

one else known to the official. The official

then puts evidence of this acknowledg-

ment on the document, with a statement

of the event and his or her signature and

seal. In North Carolina, instruments of

conveyance, including deeds, deeds of

prevent fabricated claims that real estate

was conveyed. Fraud also can occur

with multiple transfers, each of which

involves a document that is properly

signed and acknowledged. The record-

ing system provides a mechanism for

buyers to ascertain the ownership rights

of people offering to convey real estate,

and to protect themselves against

wrongful claims.

Elaborate rules have evolved on the

basis of the notion that those who first

make a public record of their ownership

have priority over those who do not.

Potential buyers can protect themselves

person conveys the same real estate twice,

and only recording matters, a second

buyer who knows of the prior convey-

ance is rewarded by recording first.

Most states address this problem by

subordinating the rights of a buyer who
had actual knowledge of a prior transfer

to the first person who innocently

bought real estate. North Carolina is

one of the few states that do not take

actual knowledge into consideration in

determining the priorities of competing

real estate transfers. Since 1885 the state

has had what is known as a "race" type

of recording statute, in which the first to

trust, and mortgages, may not be re-

corded without such acknowledgments

or equivalent forms of proof or verifica-

tion recognized by state law. If they are,

they are denied the legal effect accorded

to instruments properly recorded.

-

Recording Documents

The requirements for documentation

and acknowledgment are intended to

against fraud and verif)' the sellers' rights

by examining the public record for prior

conveyances. Someone who fails to

record a conveyance runs the risk that

someone else will acquire a superior

right to the property by recording first.

Although recording priority may seem

straightforward, occasionally someone

has actual knowledge of a prior convey-

ance that has not yet been recorded. If a

record prevails in a contest of priorities,

with only very narrow exceptions.'

Thus, recording promptly and properly

is extremely important.

The land records maintained by

registers therefore are vital to real estate

transactions. The enforceability' of

someone's claim to ownership depends

on both the validity of the instrument

by which the ownership was acquired

WINTER 2006



Some Common Tetins Used at the Register of Deeds

Acknowledgment: An act in which a signer who is personally known to an

official, or whose identity is proven to the official by satisfactory evidence, in-

dicates in the official's presence that he or she has signed a record voluntarily.

Conveyance: Transfer of property or an interest in property from one owner,

usually known as the grantor, to another, usually known as the grantee.

Deed: An instrument conveying an interest in real property. Usually referred

to by the nature of the assurances being given by the seller, such as "warranty

deed," which gives the greatest assurances, or "special warranty deed" or

"quitclaim deed," which give more limited or no assurances. Deeds also can

be used for transfer of real estate interests that are less than ownership, such

as easements.

Deed of trust: A security instrument by which a third-party "trustee" is con-

veyed an interest in real estate as security for an obligation owed by the owner

to a lender. The deed enables the trustee to sell the real estate and apply the

proceeds to the obligation if the owner breaches the loan agreement.

Mortgage: An interest in real estate conveyed by its owner to a lender as se-

curity for an obligation, which will entitle the lender to sell the real estate and

apply the proceeds to the obligation if the owner breaches the loan agreement.

Notary, notary public: A person commissioned by a state authority to

perform notarial acts, including acknowledgments, verifications, and proofs.

The laws of various states and nations also give similar powers to other

officials, such as registers, clerks of court, attorneys, justices of the peace,

military officials, and consular officers.

Proof, verification: An act in which a person certifies under oath or affirma-

tion to have witnessed another person execute, record, or acknowledge his or

her signature on a record already executed.

Register: In North Carolina, an elected county official charged with maintain-

ing real estate records, which involves accepting real estate instruments for

recording, indexing them, and maintaining the records for public access. In

some jurisdictions, called "registrar" or "recorder." Registers in North Carolina

are local custodians for several other types of records, such as marriage

licenses, military discharges, birth and death records, certificates of assumed

names, and notary commissions.

Registration: The process by which an instrument conveying an interest in

real property becomes a public record and is deemed to give constructive

notice to the public. Historically this notice was given by storing the instru-

ments, or copies of them, in the order of receipt in sequentially numbered

pages in books. Also called "recordation."

Satisfaction: A record that a security instrument, such as a deed of trust or

a mortgage, is no longer an effective lien on the real estate. Also, the act

of fulfilling the obligations of a security instrument, or the act of making a

record of that event. Sometimes called "discharge," "release," "termination,"

or "cancellation."

Security instrument: Any of a number of documents granting a creditor an

interest in property as security for an obligation, including a mortgage or a

deed of trust.

and the rights that follow from having

properly recorded the transfer with the

register of deeds.

To perform their intended function,

the records must be both accessible and

reliable. The laws intended to make

them so were written when transfers

were infrequent and mortgage arrange-

ments were simple. The laws and their

related practices remain much the same

today, despite an explosion in the vol-

ume and the complexit}' of real estate

transactions and mortgage financing.

What once called for a simple, familiar

document now often involves lengthy

documents prepared to comply with

complex regulatory and mortgage mar-

ket requirements assembled via an

electronic process connecting distant

parties. Changes now are under way to

align the registers" role with these

modern realities.

The Registers' Role

The importance of public recording

places a heavy burden on registers. As a

general rule, registers only provide a

mechanism for private parties to record

their instruments of conveyance. Regis-

ters are not licensing or reviewing au-

thorities who validate conveyances. But

rules for recording are inescapable if the

records are to be accessible and reliable.

The rules that all registers must enforce

include ensuring that the instruments

submitted for recording are land records,

that they can be reproduced legibly, and,

increasingly, that certain other formali-

ties are observed, such as payment of

recording fees and excise taxes.

In almost all states, registers have

tightly circumscribed responsibilities

for reviewing the contents of documents

submitted to them for recording. The

law requires, for example, that registers

review documents presented for record-

ing only for basic indexing information

and reproduction quality; registers

do not look at the documents' contents

to see that they include everything

needed for legal sufficiency, such as

a notarial acknowledgment.'' Some

jurisdictions require that the register

simply check for an acknowledgment

or a proof and not accept an instru-

ment if an acknowledgment or a proof

is missing.'
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An eighteeriih-century

deed book in Warren County.
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judged the instruments to be duly

acknowledged and the certificates to be

in due form, it ordered the instruments

to be recorded by the register. In 1967

the burden of probating was shifted to

the registers of deeds and remained with

them until 2005.'

North Carolina registers also have

played an unusually active role in

handling records of real estate finance.

A security instrument, which in North

Carolina may be a mortgage or a deed

of trust, is recorded with the register at

the time the loan is made, to give the

lender rights in the real estate, including

the right to foreclose on default. Usually

when a loan is made for a new mortgage

or deed of trust, the real estate is subject

to a prior mortgage or deed of trust,

which will be satisfied with the proceeds

from the new loan (for a graphic repre-

sentation of a real estate closing, see

Figure 1). Lenders want to be sure that

the record shows satisfaction of the

prior loan to avoid problems if the lender

later needs to foreclose. Borrowers want

to be sure that the record does not indi-

cate the existence of a securits' interest

that already has been discharged. The

instrument showing satisfaction is

therefore important to real estate con-

veyances and financing.

In most states, creating a record of

satisfaction is a

North Carolina registers have long

been charged with additional, unusual

responsibilities. They are directed to

record only after determining "that all

statutory and locally adopted prerequi-

sites for recording have been met."''

Also, until 2005 they were obliged to

"pass on" (evaluate) the acknowledgment

or the proof that appeared on the in-

strument by determining whether it was

in "due form" (the form specified by

statute) and "duly proved or acknowl-

edged" (apparently legitimate with no

visible improprieties) and, if so, by plac-

ing a certification on the instrument."

These certification responsibilities

were a remnant of eighteenth-century

law, when those who wished

to register their real estate

ownership were required

to complete a judicial

procedure. This process

can be traced further

back to early land

ownership, when many
real estate instruments

were not recorded and

competing claims derived

from different proprietors. As a

kind of validation, instruments

were required to be "probated" in a

court, which would determine whether

the instruments had been "duly

acknowledged."* When the court had

What once called for a simple,

familiar document now often Involves

lengthy documents prepared to

comply with complex regulatory and

mortgage market requirements

assembled via an electronic process

connecting distant parties.

^z^
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Figure 1. The Real Estate Closing

Buyer's Mortgage

Funding

Closing

Disbursements

Pay Seller's Loan

Make Other

Payments

Transfer of

Ownership

Recording of Deed

simple procedure of lenders preparing a

one-page document and mailing it to the

register, who simply records it. In North

Carolina, lenders also have been able to

mail in satisfaction documents, but the

process was not reliable enough from

their perspective. Registers, abiding by

the review responsibilities that they

understood were imposed on them, by

state law, examined the satisfactions and

the acknowledgments on them for

completeness, accuracy, and compliance

with form. This review usually meant a

delay between when lenders submitted

satisfactions and when the record

showed their submission, especially

during busy times for financing and

refinancing. Lenders also worried that

the satisfactions would be rejected for a

technical reason, causing further delay

and complication.

As a result, they tended to use an al-

ternative to the mail-in procedure: their

representatives would take instruments

with payment endorsements to the

registers, the registers would review the

documents for sufficienc\', and the regis-

ters themselves would prepare records

of satisfaction. This cumbersome pro-

cess might result in complications, and

it required lenders to de\ote resources

to managing a process that was much
simpler in other jurisdictions. It also

consumed registers' limited resources.

These unusual review and document-

preparation responsibilities were as-

signed to registers when most real estate

transactions were simple and occurred

within a small communirs'. North Caro-

lina registers have not necessarily wanted

to relinquish their unusual role or the

opportunin- to be helpful to their con-

stituents. But maintaining the records has

become a much greater challenge, and

modern real estate transactions occur at

a furious pace and often in\olve much

Figure 2. The Old and New Processes

of Recording Documents

Old Process

Register examines acl(nowledgment

If duly performed and in due form,

register certifies

Register records

New Process

Register checks for acknowledgment

If specific items are present,

register records

complexity and many legal subtleties.

Registers necessarily focus on matters

of form in their review, which may have

little to do with transactional realities

and at best have a tenuous relationship

with prevention of fraud.

\'et the decision about accepting an

instrument for recording could have

serious financial implications for the par-

ties to the transaction. Many parts of

the transactional machinery may be in

motion when instruments are presented

for recording, and those parts may be

difficult or impossible to reassemble if a

recording is thwarted. For example,

loan proceeds will be disbursed at the

closing to pay off prior security instru-

ments encumbering the real estate, to

bring real estate taxes current, and to

pay other obligations connected to the

transfer. If complications arise that

delay consummation of the closing after

disbursements have been made, the

lender may be unable to retrieve the

disbursements and not yet have any

enforceable security interest in the real

estate to recover losses.

In America's litigious society, regis-

ters worry that someone will seek to

hold them liable for loss alleged to have

resulted from a decision to accept or

reject an instrument for recording. This

might occur, for instance, if a forged

instrument is recorded with an irregu-

larity in the acknowledgment form that

could have been the basis for rejection,

even though the irregularity' was not

connected with the fraud. Risk of lia-

bilit)' has given registers an incentive to

err on the side of rejecting instruments

submitted for recording, even though

substantial financial loss to the parties is

at least as likely from a rejection as from

an oversight in acceptance. This puts

registers in a position that is unusual

and unexpected in modern real estate

transactions nationally.

The parties always bear a risk of

fraud and error, a risk now largely

borne by well-developed assurance

mechanisms, especially title insurance,

a ubiquitous multibillion dollar industr\-.

Title insurance involves risk prevention:

policies are issued on the basis of title

searches intended to identif)' existing

problems, and title insurers have stan-

dards and protocols aimed at preventing

new problems when conveyances are
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Attorney Jules Banzet III

reviews a record at

the Warren County

Register of Deeds office.

made. The development of such assur-

ances alone warrants reconsideration of

the extent to which registers bear re-

sponsibilir\- for instruments prepared by

others and submitted for recording.

Sea Change

Legislation that became effective on

October 1, 2005, has limited North

Carolina registers' review obligations.'"

It is the biggest change in registers' re-

sponsibilities in decades.

The North Carolina legislation was

prompted by introduction of the Uniform

Mortgage Satisfaction Act, which was

drafted by the National Conference

of Commissioners on Uniform State

Laws. The uniform act is intended to

reduce the transactional complexities,

costs, and

risks in real

estate transac-

tions that re-

sult from

idiosyncratic

rules for

mortgage

satisfactions,

and to ad-

dress problems that arise when the

satisfactions cannot be obtained from

lenders. The North Carolina General

Assembly adopted key aspects of the

uniform act and made other fundamen-

tal changes in registers' responsibilities.

North Carolina registers no longer

certify that an instrument has been

"duly" proved or acknowledged or that

the proof or the acknowledgment is in

"due form." Instead, registers review an

instrument to see if it "appears to have

been proved or acknowledged before an

officer with the apparent authorit}' to

take proofs or acknowledgements, and

the said proof or acknowledgement in-

cludes the officer's signature, commis-

sion, expiration date, and official seal, if

required."" Registers therefore check for

basic elements of an acknowledgment,

but they

are not

required to

verif}' an

instru-

ment's

legal suffi-

ciency or

the au-

thorirs' of

Maintaining tlie records lias become

a mucli greater cliallenge, and modern

real estate transactions occur at a

furious pace and often involve much

complexity and many legal subtleties.

the officer taking the acknowledgment.'-^

(For a graphic representation of the old

and new processes, see Figure 2.)

The 2005 legislation also simplified

the process for mortgage lenders to

make a record of satisfaction of a deed

of trust or a mortgage. They can use

simple instruments prepared and signed

by the trustee or the secured creditor,

and acknowledged, subject to the regis-

ter's review only for basic acknowl-

edgment requirements. The new law

makes clear that registers are not to

reject satisfaction documents on the

basis of variances in form. It states that

"no particular phrasing" is required

for the document, meaning that sub-

stance prevails over form, and instructs

the register to record it unless it has

one of two problems: it is in a medium

not authorized, such as an electronic

record sent to a registry that is not

accepting such submissions, or it is not

signed and acknowledged." The law

also provides that registers are not

"required to verify or make inquiry

! concerning . . . the truth of the matters

stated" in any satisfaction document or

"the authority of the person executing"

the document.'""
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Table 1. : f Legislation Empowering Registers to Record

Records

Legislation

Level and Year

of Enactment Purpose

ESIGN—Electronic Signatures In U.S. 2000
Global and National Commerce Act

UETA—Uniform Electronic N.C. 2000
Transactions Act

URPERA—Uniform Real Property N.C. 2005
Electronic Recording Act

UMSA—Uniform Mortgage N.C. 2005
Satisfaction Act

Generally to validate electronic

records and signatures in

consumer transactions

Generally to validate electronic

records and signatures under

state law

To validate use of electronic

records by registers of deeds

To simplify recording of security

instrument satisfactions and to

narrow registers' review of

documents

Sources; ESIGN, 15 U.S. C. §§ 7001-05, 7021, 7031 (2000), UETA, G.S. 66-311 through -330;

URPERA, G S- 47-16.1 through -16.7; UMSA, G.S. 45-36.2 through -36.21, 45-37 through -37.2,

45-38, 45-39, 45-42, 45-42 1, 47-14, 47-46.1 through -46 3, 161-14.1.

Registers' emergence from responsi-

bility for the details of the mortgage

satisfaction process extends to other

changes, including elimination of mar-

ginal notes b\' registers.

Historically,

Widespread use of

electronic recording awaits

resolution of thorny questions

about what appropriate

types of electronic records,

signatures, and acknowledg-

ments are, and how they

should be handled.

registers made these notes

for the convenience of title searchers,

even though the satisfaction instrument

could be matched to the deed of trust or

mortgage by use of the register's index.

When presented with a satisfaction, the

registers noted the event on the page at

which the original security instrument

was recorded, making it easier for the

title searcher to confirm the satisfaction

in one step. But this added a burden to

the registers' responsibilities and could

be risky. The registers' offices, many of

which handle a large volume of instru-

ments in a wide variety of forms, might

not easily be able to compare the infor-

mation provided in the satisfaction with

previously recorded instruments. The

burden of this comparison more appro-

priately rests with lenders and will be met

with careful instrument preparation.

The changes shift some burdens

away from the register and leave them

to the parties involved in the transaction

and their professional representatives.

Ultimately, lenders and parties already

have these burdens as a legal matter and

are routinely expected to bear them in

other jurisdictions. Modern real estate

transactions can involve millions or bil-

lions of dollars, very complex instruments,

and numerous interested parties. The

parties' professional advisers do not want

the product of their deliberation and care-

ful document preparation to be overridden

by a register's review of inconsequential

formatting requirements. Nor should

they realistically e.xpect loss assurance

from registers of deeds. The registers'

resources are limited: the bonds they are

required by statute to have for their of-

fices may not exceed the modest sum of

$50,000.'' Counties typically provide

additional insurance coverage, but such

protection cannot fairly be expected to

be a main source of indemnity against

problems that could have been prevented

with appropriate diligence by the parties

\\'ith financial stakes in the transaction.

Electronic

Even more dramatic changes in land

records management are about to occur

with the widespread introduction of

electronic recording. Although such capa-

bilities will make the real estate convey-

ance system potentially more efficient,

they also will create new challenges, not

only for effectively implementing the

technology but also for maintaining the

records' integrity.

Empowering Registers to Record

Electronic Records

Many registers already employ electronic

recording technology by making their

records available for searching and

viewing on the Internet. A few have

made it possible for high-volume sub-

mitters to send documents to them

electronically.'^ But widespread use of

electronic recording awaits resolution of

thorny questions about what appropriate

types of electronic records, signatures,

and acknowledgments are, and how
they should be handled.

In 2000, federal legislation called the

Electronic Signatures in Global and Na-

tional Commerce Act, or ESIGN, accel-

erated the movement toward legislative

endorsement of electronic records.'"

ESIGN was enacted to facilitate use of

electronic records in matters subject to

federal jurisdiction. Congress declared a

"general rule of validity" for electronic

records and signatures."* The law used a

broad definition of "electronic record,"

to include "a contract or other record

created, generated, sent, communicated,

received, or stored by electronic means."'''

It also used a broad definition of "elec-

tronic signature," to include "an elec-

tronic sound, symbol, or process, at-

tached to or logically associated with a

contract or other record and executed or

adopted by a person with the intent to

sign the record."-" ESIGN set no stan-

dards for security or authentication,

leaving the tough questions for others

to answer.

Since the enactment of ESIGN, al-

most all states have adopted the Uniform

Electronic Transactions Act (UETA),

which was drafted by the National

Conference of Commissioners on Uni-

form State Laws. North Carolina

adopted it in 2000.-' UETA declares

that any record or signature required by

law may be satisfied with an electronic

record or an electronic signature that

complies with UETA.-- UETA uses broad

definitions similar to those in ESIGN.
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This means that an electronic record may

be any of a variety of common actions

such as a facsimile transmission, a voice

recording, a click on a web page, or an

e-mail, as well as sophisticated technol-

ogies such as encrypted messages.

UETA did not resolve a basic ques-

tion about the extent to which registers

may accept and maintain official land

records electronically. North Carolina

law has been interpreted as requiring an

"original signature" on real estate in-

struments submitted for recording

unless a statute specifically authorizes a

copy to be recorded. This conclusion is

based on (1) the requirement that in-

struments of conveyance be in writing;

(2) the express legal authorir\- in certain

situations to use copies, imphing that

they are not otherwise acceptable; and

(3) the requirement before 2005 that

registers be able to certif)' the acknowl-

edgment or the proof.

The concern about authority for elec-

tronic land records is addressed in the

Uniform Real Property' Electronic Re-

cording Act (URPERA), which was en-

acted in North Carolina in 2005.-' The

National Conference of Commissioners

on Uniform State Laws drafted the act

to respond to what it described as "uncer-

tainty and confusion" about whether

electronic documents may be recorded in

the land records offices.-^ The drafters

attribute the problem to legacy laws and

regulations that allow only paper or

"original" documents to be recorded.-'

URPERA is intended "to remove anv

doubt about the authoritv' of the recor-

der to receive and record documents

and information in electronic form."-"

URPERA overcomes the requirement

that a document be a paper "original"

by defining "document" to include

"information that is . . . [ijnscribed on

a tangible medium or that is stored in

an electronic or other medium and is

retrievable in perceivable form," and

by stating that registers may accept

electronic documents, broadly defined,

provided that such records comply with

standards to be established by the North

Carolina secretary of state.-' Registers

also are authorized to convert paper

documents for recording into electronic

form.-** The statute specifically provides

that "[a] physical or electronic image of

a stamp, impression, or seal need not

accompany an electronic signature" as

long as the necessary information "is

attached to or associated with the docu-

ment or signature."-'* These definitions

are broad and leave unanswered the de-

Table 2. Workload and Staff in

Selected Counties

Instruments

Recorded Annually

(approx.) Staff

Tyrrell County 1,000 2

Mecklenburg County 300,000 46

Sources; Hon. Judith Gibson, Mecklenburg

County Register of Deeds: Hon. Melanie

Armstrong, Tyrrell County Register of Deeds.

tailed questions about what will consti-

tute an acceptable electronic document,

signature, and acknowledgment for

recording purposes. Meanwhile, regis-

ters and others involved in real estate

transactions await such standards before

investing the resources necessary for

electronic recording to begin in earnest.

(For a summary of the legislation em-

powering registers to record electronic

records, see Table 1.)

Setting Standards

URPERA defers the question of standards

for electronic records and signatures to

a state advisory body. It requires the

secretary of state to develop "standards

for recording electronic documents and

implementing the other functions" of

electronic recording, and creates an Elec-

tronic Recording Council to advise the

secretary about the standards to be

adopted. The council is to have a ma-

jority of registers of deeds but include

representatives from North Carolina's

bar association, society of land sur-

veyors, bankers association, land title

association, association of assessing of-

ficers, and the office of the secretary of

cultural resources.'" This council and

the secretary of state also must address

standards for electronic notarization, not

only in response to legislation allowing

electronic recording but also as part of

the secretary's overall governance of

notaries and the need to address their

role in the new dimension of electronic

recording.
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The viabilin- of electronic recording

ultimately depends on the nature of the

standards that are adopted. Tliose charged

with developing them have a difficult

task. North Carolina will he breaking

ground; no ready-made model exists.

Meanwhile the absence of standards

leaves interested parties uncomfortable

with making the kinds of investments

required to miplement electronic record-

ing to a significant extent.

Electronic recording makes sense only

if it provides efficiencies that outweigh

the required substantial investment of

money and other resources by registers

of deeds, lenders, and others for whom
electronic recording holds promise. At

the same time, the standards must be

sufficiently rigorous to protect the in-

tegrir.' of the recording process and the

public records. They must be specific

enough to provide comprehensive guid-

ance to those charged with implement-

ing them but not anchor the process to

particular vendors or technologies that

may become inaccessible, obsolete, or

unsupportable.

Existing technologies provide a wide

range of possibilities for electronic

recording, signatures, and notarization.

At its most basic, electronic recording

in\ohes receipt of an image, as already

IS commonplace in homes and offices.

Documents can be created in electronic

format, as with "pdf" (portable docu-

ment format), or scanned from print.

Receipt of records in such format

eliminates the burden on the register to

convert print to an electronic image,

and makes it easier for the register to

handle the records. But the ease with

which such documents can be created,

transferred, altered, and duplicated

raises serious concerns about the

records" integrir\' and securin.-. Those

who accept such records must rely on

safeguards othet than what appears on

the document, such as the use of closed

networks or other methods of verif\'ing

the source of submission. This effec-

tively has limited a register's acceptance

of such filings to particular trusted

sources (such as financial institutions

that regularly file numerous records ex-

ecuted by familiar officials) that operate

across reliable connections.

At higher levels of sophistication,

electronic records include data, such as

>
==:

Existing teclinologies provide a wide range of possibilities

for electronic recording, signatures, and notarization. At its

most basic, electronic recording involves receipt of an image,

as already is commonplace in homes and offices. But the

ease with which documents can be created, transferred,

altered, and duplicated raises serious concerns about the

records' integrity and security.

indexing information, as well as the

document image. The signatures may
take various forms. Signatures that are a

graphical image of a handwritten signa-

ture are commonly referred to as "digi-

tized." They can be created by use of a

digital pen and pad, as has become com-

mon in retail credit and debit transac-

tions. But a number of alternatives exist

to add a measure of authentication. A
signatute device can be made to capture

other data, including biometric elements

such as the speed and the strength of a

pen stroke, which can be compared with

reference data. Products are available

for notaries that record a signature, a

thumbprint, and a photograph in an

electronic journal of the notarization

event. A notary's seal data also can be

embedded in the electronic file.

The term "digital signature" generally

refers to the technologically sophisticated

encryption process of creating mathe-

matically related keys, such as with a

public key infrastructure, or PKI tech-

nology. An authority or enterprise

administrator generates and distributes

mathematical key pairs, one "public" and

one "private." The public ke\' is avail-

able to the recipient and can be linked by

use of a "one-way" formula to a private

key known only to the sender. For prac-

tical purposes the link cannot be used

by the user or an interceptor to deduce

the private key. The mechanism is very

secure, provided that the private key re-

mains confidential. Digital signature

technology also can be used to reveal al-

terations made to the document after the

digital signature was made, by use of a

function that creates a digital representa-

tion of the entire record when it is sent.

A notary could employ keys in the

acknowledgment process. A method

that dispenses with the need for the

notary to be present at the acknowledg-

ment involves the notary issuing an

electronic signature certificate to a

signer for use of keys. Recipients of

such an electronically signed document

rely on the pairing of the keys to verify-

that the document originated from the

certificate's subscriber. Although this

approach provides a high degree of

authentication of the document's origin,

it has not been well received (by the

secretary of state, among others) be-

cause the notary's presence at the sign-

ing is considered to be an important

part of the acknowledgment process.

Use of keys and digital signatures re-

quires specialized knowledge and a sig-

nificant investment in technology. One
approach is to define electronic signa-

tures in a way that virtually mandates

such technology if electronic records are

to be used. Such a definition requires

that an electronic signature have four

characteristics: be unique to the person

using it; be capable of verification; be

under the sole control of the person using

it; and be linked to the data in such a

manner that the signature is invalidated

if the data are changed. This is the stan-

dard employed in statutes first authoriz-

ing electronic filings with government

agencies." It is so restrictive that its use

effecti\ely limits electronic recording to

a small group of very sophisticated users.

The challenge of setting standards

for electronic records and signatures is

made even greater by technology's ever-

moving frontiers. For example, the

technolog}' already exists for use of a

SMART (secure, manageable, archiv-

able, retne\able, transferable) document

that contains embedded, executable code.

A SMART document can manipulate
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relevant data from multiple sources and

organize them. This technology may
make it possible to integrate a recorded

instrument and a notary acknowledg-

ment with the indexing process in inno-

vative ways.

Whatever level of technology is

required or allowed, the transformation

of practices for registering land records

will just have begun. The purchase and

the upkeep of the hardware and the

programming for electronic recordmg

will require substantial resources and

new kinds of expertise. Recording fees

can be used to cover much of this ex-

pense, but such fees add up faster in

heavily populated counties with more

real estate transactions than they do in

rural counties (for a comparison of

workloads and staff in two counties, see

Table 2). Rural counties therefore will

have resource obstacles to overcome in

responding to demands for electronic

recording. Part of this challenge may be

addressed by the use of centralized elec-

tronic sites, or "portals." Rather than

each county hosting its own electronic

recording system, regardless of transac-

tion volume or available resources, a

portal could provide access to the records

for all counties in the state. Such an ap-

proach would require statewide resources

and cooperation, and its feasibility has

just begun to be explored.

The submitters' resources also must

be considered. The recording system

must remain accessible and reliable for

all who depend on it, including those

with limited access to technology. The

system's integrity will be jeopardized if

those with access to sophisticated tech-

nology can gain a tactical advantage in

recording or accessing the public records.

Registers also will face new kinds of

threats to the integrity of their records.

Documents still must be screened to

ensure that they are appropriate for the

purposes for which land records are

maintained. That task will be of a dif-

ferent magnitude when documents can

be submitted electronically. Spam and

identity theft are but two examples of

known challenges.

Registers will have to reconsider even

the most basic internal rules and prac-

tices. For example, if it becomes pos-

sible for documents to be received at the

register's office electronically at any

time of day or night, registers will need

to develop protocols and safeguards to

preserve the integrity of the critically

important order of recording.

The electronic recording process may
redefine the roles of those involved in it.

For example, registers' verification of

the integrity of digital signatures does

not now seem feasible. How ironic it

would be if registers were required to

develop this capability and they assumed

a highly complex electronic gatekeeper

role just as the law narrowed their re-

sponsibility for reviewing acknowledg-

ments on paper.

The future register's function is likely

to be consistent with the basic notion of

providing a means for others to record

effectively if they exercise care and dili-

gence, and enabling them to make in-

formed decisions about the authenticity

of the records with their own examina-

tion. Electronic recording, however,

introduces a wholly new level of

concern about the ability of the public

to engage in it.

Conclusion

In North Carolina those involved in real

estate transactions often have used reg-

isters as a tool to prepare their trans-

actional instruments properly. But the

registers" role is not meant to be valida-

tor of instruments. Rather, it is to be

custodian of an accessible and secure

public record for use by those involved

in property transactions who take re-

sponsibility for documenting their intent

and assessing the validity of previously

recorded instruments. In the future, as

registers transform their process to reflect

modern transactional and technological

realities, they still will play the vital role

of maintaining public records while pro-

viding tools for others to protect them-

selves against fraud. A metamorphosis in

how this is accomplished is under way.
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to the rule requiring written evidence to en-

force a real estate transaction. These excep-

tions generally have arisen under circumstances

involving obvious injustice, such as in a

"constructive trust," when one party wrong-

fully attempts to keep property transferred in

trust for someone else's benefit.

2. N.C. Gen. Stat. § 47-14(d)

(hereinafter G.S.); New Hanover Shingle

Mills V. Roper Lumber Co., 171 N.C. 410,

88 S.E. 633(1916).

3. G.S. 47-18.

4. E.g., N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann.

§ 478:4-a (2003).

5. E.g., Va. Code Ann. S 55-106
i

6. G.S. 161-14(a) (Supp. 2005).

7. G.S. 47-14(a).

8. N.C. Code ch. 37, §4(1855).

9. 1967 N.C. Sess. Laws ch. 639,
_

(codified as amended at G.S. 47-14(a)).

10. SL 2005-123 (codified at G.S. 45-36.2
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45-39, 45-42, 45-42.1, 47-14, 47-46.1

through -46.3, 161-14.1).

11. G.S. 47-14(a) (Supp. 2005).

12. G.S. 47-14(a).

13. G.S. 45-36. 10(b), -36.1 1, -36.20(e),

-36.21.

14. G.S. 45-36. 10(b)(2), -36.20(e)(2).

15. G.S. 161-4(a).

16. SL 2002-115, « 1-4 (affecting
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POPULAR G O V E R N M E N T

Vaughn Upshaw

mities of Local Governing Boards

Wh.u does it mean to say that

Notth Carolina av)' council

members and count)' com-

missioners "govern"? Local elected of-

ficials and their public managers give a

lot of different answers to this question.

A common one is "Local elected officials

are responsible for policy, and public

managers are responsible for adminis-

tration." Although this statement is true,

it fails to capture the wide range of gov-

erning responsibilities that local elected

officials carry out with the support of

their top-level managers.

This article introduces the Local

Government Governing Model (LGGM),

which addresses the essential responsi-

bilities of local elected governing boards.

The LGGM differs from other govern-

ance models in focusing specifically on

responsibilities of public-sector govern-

ing boards at the local level. It can be

used to help board members understand,

plan, organize, and review board work.

In their official capacity, members of

local governing boards work with others

in local government and the community

to represent citizens' views and needs

and to solve public problems. A person

serving as a member of a local govern-

ing board shares responsibility and

authority for exercising a broad range

of official activities. Acting as a govern-

ing body, boards of county commis-

sioners, city councils, and other local

government boards have the authority

to enact local ordinances, promulgate

rules, and set policies.' Governing boards

consider and decide local issues, allocate

resources for selected purposes, and

oversee and evaluate how well the man-

ager and the organization are address-

ing local priorities. They exercise all

The (.iiithor is a School of Government

faculty member specializing in governance

and leadership for public managers, local

elected officials, and governing boards.

Contact her at vupshaw@unc.edu.

these responsibilities under constraints

that often make governing difficult.

The work of local governing boards

occurs under a set of conditions that are

unique to government.- Unlike members

of corporate and not-for-profit boards,

local elected officials are required by

state law to operate in the public eye as

local legislators, adjudicators, and policy

makers. They act in a complex environ-

ment, full of competing demands from

multiple groups and individuals. No
individual board member may enact

policy, and nobody is an expert in all

the matters that the board must decide.

Functioning in this environment

often leads to distraction, disinterest, and

group division, resulting in less efficient,

less responsive local government and

heightened mistrust by citizens. As more

local governing boards broadcast their

meetings on local television, citizens are

increasingly aware of how well or poorly

board members interact with each other,

with their employees, and with the pub-

lic. Newly elected

officials with limited

experience or skill in

managing public

meetings, handling

complicated commu-

nity issues, or over-

seeing complex

organizations can

be quickly over-

whelmed when they

take office. It may
take more than one term in office for

an elected official to understand what

the board and the local government do

and how they relate to local, state, and

regional stakeholders.

One way to help local governmg

boards and their public administrators

become familiar with their responsibil-

ities is to use a process model such as

the LGGM. Developed to describe es-

sential responsibilities of public boards,

the model suggests a sequence in which

North Carolina's city councils, boards

of county commissioners, and other

local governing boards may best ac-

complish their work. The essential

responsibilities described in the LGGM
will be familiar to people who have

served on or worked closely with gov-

erning boards. What the LGGM does

differently is to illustrate how these

individual local governing responsibil-

ities link to, build on, and support one

another.

How the LGGM is applied in any

particular circumstance depends on the

needs of the governing board and the

manager. Boards and managers can use

it as an educational tool, to assist mem-
bers in understanding the nature of and

the relationships among the many activ-

ities involved in carrying out their re-

sponsibilities. Boards and managers also

can use the LGGM to plan and organize

governing board work, mapping an

issue through the sequence to determine

an agenda and a time frame for activi-

ties to be accom-

plished. For work

already under

way, boards and

managers can use

the LGGM as a

checklist, to eval-

uate issues on its

agenda and deter-

mine where

additional infor-

mation or action

may be needed, to prompt questions

about the strengths and the weaknesses

of particular activities, to stay on track

with planned work, and to evaluate pro-

gress. For sample questions constituting

a checklist, see the sidebar on page 21.

As with any process model, the

LGGM is most useful as a general guide

for action. Local circumstances and

individuals will influence to what degree

the five essential responsibilities are

carried out. In practice, the essential

Governing boards consider and

decide local issues, allocate

resources for selected purposes,

and oversee and evaluate how well

the manager and the organization

are addressing local priorities.
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governing responsibilities must be

grounded in a local context, in recogn-

ition of the importance of each com-

munity's particular history, politics, and

culture. How well work is performed

depends on the commitment of local

government leaders to carrying out their

governing responsibilities and on the

ability of local board members and

public managers to work together and

with others successfully to solve public

problems.

The Meaning of "Governing"

at the Local Level

Drawing on the disciplines of political

science, public administration, and

international relations, a definition of

"governing" at the local government

level might simply read.

Exercising leadership and applying

democratic values within local

government and the contniumty to

represent citizens ' interests, set the

course for public issues, oversee how
public issues are addressed, and

make sure that local government's

actions positively contribute to the

community's current and future

quality of life.'

Such a definition may help a public

board understand what governing at the

local level means, but it does not guide a

public board in how to govern effec-

tively. Governing occurs at many levels.

The LGGM offers practical guidance

on a board's essential governing re-

sponsibilities, acknowledging that

these responsibilities take place within

a political context. Local officials are

elected to represent a particular geo-

graphic area in their community or a

network of community coalitions and

groups. As individuals, elected officials

govern using leadership, values, ethics,

and commitments. Across officials,

these attributes will vary. A board

member who is committed to reducing

the size of local government, for

instance, will vote differently from a

board member who believes that

government has an obligation to serve
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Table 1. Distinguishing Features of Five Governing iVlodels

Governing Model

Dichotomy/

Duality Model-

Policy Governance

Model-

What It Focuses On

Distinguishes between

councirs and managers
responsibilities in four areas:

• Mission

• Policy

• Administration

• Management

Defines nonprofit boards'

responsibilities In four areas:

• Determining ends

• Setting executive limitations

• Managing board-

executive relationship

• Monitoring board processes

What It Does

Demonstrates that board is primarily

responsible for mission and policy

development, while manager takes lead for

administration and management

Refers specifically to responsibilities of city

councils, mayors, and their managers

Provides useful way for local elected offi-

cials and managers to discuss and assess

their respective roles and responsibilities

for policy making and administration

Helps nonprofit boards understand their

governing responsibilities

Describes governing boards policy-making

role in detail

What It Does Not Do

Does not attend to other public board

governing responsibilities, such as

adjudication, community collaboration, and

guaranteeing of accountability

Does not specify exclusive set of governing

board responsibilities

Does not provide for legal authority that

establishes, empowers, and constrains local

governments

Does not directly address public board's

responsibilities dealing directly with citizens,

key stakeholders, and other officials

Does not give specific attention to public

board's role in resource allocation and

oversight

Does not describe executive's shared role

in governance

Health System
Governance Modeh'

Describes board's

responsibilities in five areas:

• Determining ends

• Overseeing executive

performance

• Ensuring quality of care

• Overseeing financial

performance

• Monitoring board performance

Incorporates financial oversight and

quality assurance as distinct board

responsibilities

Delineates board's roles in policy develop-

ment, decision making, and oversight

Does not acknowledge legal authority that

establishes, empowers, and constrains local

governments

Does not directly address public board's

responsibilities dealing directly with citizens,

key stakeholders, and other officials

Does not describe executive's shared role in

governance

Effective Board of

Trustees Model''

Identifies six governance

competencies:

• Understanding history

and culture

• Nurturing board leadership

• Educating board members

• Managing complexity

• Working with multiple

constituencies

• Thinking strategically

Augments and complements other

governance models by defining core

governing competencies

Provides research base for factors that

distinguish more effective from less

effective boards in higher education

Suggests practices that lead to more
effective governing board performance

Does not recognize legal authority that

establishes, empowers, and constrains

local governments

Does not describe executive's shared role in

governance

Does not address locally elected public

board's role in accountability

Local Government
Governing Model

Describes five essential

governance responsibilities

for local government boards:

• Understanding legal authority

• Working with others

• Setting policy

• Allocating resources

• Being accountable

Integrates responsibilities relevant to local

government boards into new governing

model

Describes responsibilities of elected boards

Provides tool that can be used to educate

new members

Helps board members plan and manage
board work

Does not describe executive's shared role

in governance

1
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all citizens, regardless of their

abilit)' to pay. The essential

governing responsibilities for

all members of the board,

however, remain the same.

Development of a Local

Government Governing

Model

Moving from definition to

practice requires examining

essential governing respon-

sibilities more closely, seeing

how they fit together, and

learning how to move from one respon-

sibility to another. A model of govern-

ing for local government should focus

on what public governing boards do

and what actions lead to improved

outcomes for local government, related

organizations, communities, and regions.

Few models focus on the responsibilities

of elected governing boards at the local

level. Attention to governing in the

public sector has largely been focused

on federal and state legislatures and

executive branch activities.'' Therefore I

found it necessary to develop a model

exclusively for local governing boards.

The LGGM is intended specifically to

assist members of local governing

boards such as city councils, boards of

county commissioners, and school

boards, though bodies at other levels of

government, such as state legislatures

and Congress, as well as other local

boards, share many of these essential

governing responsibilities.

Governing boards in nonprofit,

health care, and education organiza-

tions share some responsibilities with

local government boards, so governance

models developed for such boards can

be useful in helping people understand

what local government boards are

responsible for. For a brief description

of four governing board models used in

the local government, nonprofit, health

care, and education sectors, see Table 1.

Table 1 also includes an assessment of

each model's utility for helping locally

elected governing boards understand

their essential governing responsibilities.

The first model, the Dichotomy/

Duahty Model, is the only one that

focuses directly on the policy and

administrative responsibilities of local

Figure 1. Local Government Governing Model: Essential

2.WorkwitK0i

elected officials and their managers.

Based on Woodrow Wilson's distinction

between policy and administration, this

model is commonly used to distinguish

between the local elected board's and

the manager's responsibilities.'' The

Dichotomy/Duality Model focuses on a

public council's and manager's respon-

sibilities in four areas: mission, policy,

administration, and management.*" The

Policy Governance Model describes a

nonprofit board's responsibility in four

areas: determining ends, setting execu-

tive limitations, managing the board-

executive relationship, and monitoring

board processes." The Health System

Governance Model portrays a health

system board's ultimate responsibilities

as determining ends, overseeing execu-

tive performance, ensuring quality of

care, overseeing financial performance,

and monitoring board performance.**

The Effective Board of Trustees Model

focuses on six competencies that are

associated with more effective higher

education governing boards: under-

standing history and culture; nurturing

board leadership; educating board mem-

bers; managing complexity; working with

multiple constituencies; and thinking

models contribute useful perspectives,

none of them fully capture the unique

activities and responsibilities of elected

boards serving local government.

To describe the responsibilities of

local government boards more com-

pletely, a fifth model, the LGGM, adapts

components of other board governance

models and applies them to the work of

local government boards, adding ele-

ments relevant to local government

boards that are missing in other models.

The LGGM depicts the governing

responsibilities of local gov-

ernment boards, not the

responsibilities of the public

manager. In the LGGM, pub-

lic managers have a duty to

assist their boards in perform-

ing these essential governing

responsibilities, but boards

cannot delegate these respon-

sibilities in whole to the man-

ager, nor can the board hold

the manager exclusively or

ultimately accountable for

making sure that the board

has performed them.

A Local Government

Governing Model

Five essential governance responsibil-

ities of local governing boards emerged

from my review of North Carolina's

state statutes and the governance

literature, and my own experience

serving on and working with boards:'"

1. To understand the legal authority

granted to the local elected board

2. To work with others in local gov-

ernment and in the community

3. To develop policies and enact local

ordinances that set the direction for

local government and the community

as a whole

4. To allocate resources for effective and

efficient local government operation,

programs, and services

5. To be accountable for and oversee

local government using board,

administrative, and program reports

The process through which these

responsibilities ideally occur is shown in

Figure L In practice, a local governing

board may not follow the exact sequence

presented in Figure 1, instead moving

forward and backward through the pro-

cess on particular issues. Although the

responsibilities flow logically within the

model, how specific activities will occur

in practice depends on a variety of

situational factors.

The five essential governing respon-

sibilities are both distinct from and re-

lated to one another. For instance, a local

governing board's legal structure (respon-

sibility 1) directs how its members can in-

teract with the public (responsibility 2)
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and what policies it can adopt (respon-

sibility 3). A governing board's ability to

work with others (responsibiiit}' 2) affects

its abilit)- to develop policy (responsibil-

ir\' 3). Thinking of the model as a recircu-

lating waterfall, where responsibilities flow

into, are captured by, and spill over into

lower pools, better reflects the realities of

how these essential governing responsibil-

ities influence and depend on one another

Understanding Its Legal Authority

The elected officials first responsibilir\'

is to know, understand, and adhere to

legal authority and procedures. Because

local government boards are established

by state statute, elected officials must

understand their responsibilities and

obligations as members of public

entities." "Legal responsibilities" refers

to such authorities as the following:

• A governing board s statutory man-

dates, laws, and administrative rules

• A governing board's procedural

requirements

• A governing board's law-making

authorit)'

• An elected official's avoidance of

conflict of interest

Local governing boards are required

b\' law to exercise some legal responsi-

bilities directly. They have the legal

authority to delegate other responsibili-

ties to professional managers, their staff,

appointed boards, or nongovernmental

organizations. To govern effectively at

the local level, elected officials need to

know what they are statutorily respon-

sible for, what options are available to

them in fulfilling these responsibilities,

and what laws, rules, and procedures

they are required to follow.'- Local gov-

ernments typically hire attorneys to

advise them on legal issues, but to fulfill

their governance roles, elected board

members should have a general under-

standing of their own and local govern-

ment's legal responsibilities."

Working with Others

No person or board governs alone.

In the second part of the LGGM, local

governing boards exercise their respon-

sibility to work with others to under-

stand issues that the board, the local

government, and the communitv want

to address. Once a candidate is elected,

he or she becomes a member of a local

governing board and must work with

others to identif}' issues and decide what

priorities to address. At a minimum,

ma\ors must work with city councils to

enact local ordinances, and chairs of

boards of county commissioners can

move a policy forward only when it has

the support of a majority of the group.

Typically, board members interact

with a variety of people inside and out-

side government to understand issues

and determine how best to address

them. The public manager and the staff

bring policy proposals before the board.

Citizens and coalition groups have spe-

cific concerns that they want the board

and their local government to address.

Collaboration can occur with other local

boards and external organizations that

have their own governing authority.

These multiple stakeholders raise im-

portant and competing local issues;

offer different perspectives about how
issues should be

framed; and ask for

endorsements, part-

nerships, and re-

s(Hirces for their pre-

ferred causes. Local

board members who
know how to listen

to, interact with, and

work with others are

better able to learn

about local values,

interests, and pri-

orities and expand

their options for re-

sponding to and solving pubHc problems.

How effectively a local governing

board works with others influences how
well it carries out other essential respon-

sibilities depicted in the LGGM. For

instance, individual citizens expect to be

engaged during policy making (respon-

sibility 3), and governing boards need to

be knowledgeable about how to include

them in meaningful ways.''' Local gov-

erning boards also are building relation-

ships as they contract with external

individuals and organizations to accom-

plish public objectives (responsibility 4),

or conduct the local manager's perfor-

mance evaluation (responsibility 5).'"

Working effectively with others in the

public arena requires that governing

To govern effectively at the local

level, elected officials need to

know what they are statutorily

responsible for, what options are

available to them in fulfilling these

responsibilities, and what laws,

rules, and procedures they are

required to follow.

board members understand politics,

people, and turf issues and be able to

use interpersonal communication and

conflict resolution skills effectively across

a broad network of individuals and

organizations.

Setting Policy

The third essential governing responsi-

bility is to set the government's course

through decision making and policy

development. Policy development is the

local governing board's most important

job. In carrying out its policy develop-

ment responsibilities, a city council or a

board of county commissioners focuses

on such tasks as defining the local gov-

ernment's mission, vision, and values;

setting priorities; and deciding what

services to offer to whom, and how to

pay for them. Effectively exercising its

policy-making responsibilities requires

that a governing board understand how
to select the issues that it will address,

and determine how it will address them.

To carry out its

policy-making

responsibilin,', a

governing board

needs to know
how to engage

productively in

discussions about

mission and

goals. The gov-

erning board

must be able to

analyze short-

and long-term

issues strategically

and decide what the local government's

responsibility for these issues is, if it has

any. Once the governing board agrees

that the local government has the

responsibility to respond to a particular

issue, it must frame the policy that guides

how the local government will respond,

deliberate on the polic\', and decide how
to move forward.

To carry out this policy-making role

effectively, board members need access

to appropriate and necessary informa-

tion. Public managers are the primary

source of information for the governing

board. The quality of the information

that managers provide contributes to

the quality of the decisions that boards

make. When managers and others pro-
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Periodic elections

are an integral

part of a local

governing board's

being accountable.

vide material that is confusing and

voluminous, board members are unable

to determine the relevant questions and

make critical decisions.

Allocating Resources

Once a board has adopted policies, it

must find resources to support policy

miplementation. Allocatmg resources,

the fourth component of the model,

refers to the governing board's respon-

sibility to create the capacity for local

government to act. In carrying out this

responsibilit}', the board decides what

resources (finances, personnel, in-kind

contributions, equipment, and capital)

it needs, how it will generate them, and

within what parameters it will use them.

In this component of the model, the

governing board is responsible for

determining how use of resources will

be monitored, but the monitoring func-

tion Itself falls under the accountabilit)-

role (responsibilir.' 5).

Cir\' councils and boards of count}'

commissioners in North Carolina have

the authorir\' to generate revenues

through taxation and fees, and are

responsible for budgeting and capital

financing, oversight and control of ex-

penditures, and contracting and pur-

chasing.'" In the LGGM, responsibilit)- for

allocating resources includes the govern-

ing board's decisions regarding resource

acquisition and distribution to achieve

local government policy objectives.

Allocating resources is distinct from

developing policy in the LGGM because

resource-related activities, such as advising

on, reviewing, and adopting the budget,

are separate from decision making about

what is to be done with those resources.

Resource allocation is an important re-

sponsibilit}' of public governing boards,

and it consumes a substantial part of a

board's and a manager's time. The gov-

erning board's poIic\'-making and resource-

allocating responsibilities (responsibilities

3 and 4, respectively) are closely related,

for governing boards routinely make
policy decisions on the basis of how re-

sources will be allocated, used, and ac-

counted for. By separating the two

responsibilities, the LGGM emphasizes

that governing boards have an essential

responsibilit)' for deciding how resources

are generated, used, and monitored to

support major policy initiatives and

benefit the communit)' at large.

Being Accountable

Being accountable, the final component

of the go\ernance model, refers to a wide

range of issues, including the board's

responsibilirv' to document how effec-

tively and efficiently it, the manager,

and the local government's administra-

tors and programs have addressed needs

and served the community- "s interest. An
effective governing board understands

and monitors its success at fulfilling its

own responsibilities, just as it clearly

delineates expectations for the manager

and key local government programs.

Ideally the governing board establishes

annual goals and does an annual self-

assessment to evaluate how well it used

its legal authority and how well it

worked with others to establish policy,

allocate resources, and provide the

necessary oversight and leadership to

ensure that local government accom-

plished its goals. '^ Too often, governing

boards evaluate local government by

reviewing the actions and the success of

the manager But, as Professors Delmer

Dunn and Jerome Legge point out,

"Elected officials must, in a democracy,

constitute a key component of the

accountability-responsibilit)- relation-

ship with public administrators."'*^

"Accountabilit)' is the price citizens

exact for conferring substantial admin-

istrative discretion and pohcy respon-

sibility' on both elected and appointed

government personnel," Dunn and

Legge maintain.'" Citizens hold indi-

vidual elected officials accountable by

deciding whether or not to vote for

them. If local elected officials want to be

reelected, it serves their own and the

community' 's interest if they can demon-

strate how the}- worked with other

members of the board, local govern-

ment, and the communit}' to achieve

important objectives during their time

in office. Often, the issue on which a

person campaigned ends up being diffi-

cult, if not impossible, for that person to

address in a single term. For citizens,

elected officials, and staff members to

know what has been accomplished, a

mechanism must be in place that docu-

ments what major initiatives were carried

out and whether specific objectives were

realized. Through a combination of

annual performance evaluations of the

manager, financial audits, program

reviews, and board self-assessments,

local government boards establish a

track record of accomplishments and

identif}- areas for improvement.
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Another reason to include account-

ability in a governance model is that

"what gets measured gets done."-" Pub-

lic boards are in a position to determine

what will be given pri(>rir\ and what

will be noticed. How a board deter-

mines what will receive attention and

how it holds itself and its manager

accountable for organizational results

are important parts of the board's over-

all responsibilin,-. Professor Donald Kettl

writes, "Managers have little incentive

to pay careful attention to performance

measures if elected officials do not

signal that they, too, are paying atten-

tion."-' In sum, boards will be more

effective in achieving specific local gov-

ernment goals if they have an explicit

plan and evaluation system in place.

UseoftheLGGM:
Three Examples

The following realistic examples offer a

better understanding of how the LGGM
might work in practice. They illustrate

the model's value at different le\els of

complexirs': planning for internal issues,

addressing communit>'-based issues, and

handling interjurisdictional issues. Using

the model can assist board members in

understanding and determining the

board's options for approaching gov-

ernance matters. \X^hen a governing

board follows this comprehensive ap-

proach to addressing its responsibilities,

it can minimize common governance

problems, such as failing to consult key

stakeholders, cutting resources while

expanding policy objectives, and faihng

to have a way to determine whether

goals were achieved.

Example 1: Evaluation of the

Manager's Performance

It was time for Xewburg's city counc^il

to conduct the manager's annual

performance review. At a work session

in which the seven council members and

the manager began to plan the review,

council member Adams asked whether

the board was required to use the same

process that was previously used. Im-

mediately, council member Jackson

suggested that the appraisal tool be

changed because the current one was

not focused on Xewburg's priorities.

Council member Martin expressed con-

cern that the current process was handled

exclusively by a subcommittee of the

board. Council member Peterson sug-

gested getting rid of the manager's annual

rcMew altogether, noting that the cur-

rent manager had been with the cin,- for

more than five years without incident.

The mayor asked the manager what

he thought of the process. The manager

acknowledged that the instrument was

largely unrelated to his primary duties

and that the review process had not pro-

vided him with feedback from the full

board. But he said that ha\ing an oppomi-

mt\' to hear how he was doing from mem-
bers of the council had been beneficial.

A motion was made and carried that

an ad hoc committee of three council

members be established to design a new

process and tool for the manager's annual

review. Usmg the LGGM, the committee

proceeded in the following manner.

Understanding its legal authority.

The ad hoc committee first sought to

understand the council's legal responsi-

bility for performance appraisal. The

city attorney told committee members

that Section 160A-147 of the North

Carolina General Statutes (hereinafter

G.S.) gives cities the authorit>- to appoint

a manager and adopt rules, regulations,

ordinances, and policies as needed to

authorize management's duties and ac-

tivities.-- He noted that the council's

process, involving a majorir>' of the board,

must comply with the state's open

meetings laws and that personnel issues

involving compensation fall under pro-

visions governing closed sessions. There-

fore the council's discussion to develop

an evaluation process would occur dur-

ing an open meeting, but the evaluation

itself would take place under the provi-

sion for closed sessions. The attorney

added that, though the statutes did not

require the council to conduct an annual

performance review, doing so was

considered good management practice.

Working with others. The question

then became how to design a new per-

formance re\iew process and tool. Look-

ing at the LGGNL the ad hoc committee

Table 2. Sample Questions for the Manager's Performance Review

Excerpt from Old Evaluation Tool

Competencies:

Reliability

Responds to requests for service and

assistance

Follows instructions, responds to

direction

Takes responsibility for own actions

Initiative

Volunteers readily

Undertakes self-development activities

Seeks increased responsibiities

Judgment

Makes decisions and accepts

accountability

Exhibits sound and accurate judgment

Supports and explains reasoning for

decisions

Problem Solving

Identifies problems in a timely manner

Gathers and analyzes information

skillfully

Develops alternative solutions

Sources: Old tool adapted from an actual North Carolina performance appraisal instrument.

New tool adapted from the process described in a case study by John Szerlag (city manager of

Troy, Michigan) and Jan Perkins, published in 87 Public Management 11 (2005).

Excerpt from New Evaluation Tool

Goal #2: Minimize cost and increase

efficiency of city government.

Performance Objectives and Measures

Maintain high level of service

Customer complaints

Customer satisfaction survey

Determine and maintain appropriate

staffing levels

Employee turnover rate

Employee satisfaction survey

Expand electronic functions

Update website

Upgrade hardware/software

Prioritize capital projects

Establish management system

Promote economic development and

redevelopment

Create business and government forum

Uphold fiscal integrity

Contract for annual audit

P O P U L .A R G O \' E R N M E N T
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ABUSE & NEGLECT Janet Mason

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW Richard B, Whisnant

ADOPTION Janet Mason

ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY
5 PARENTING, LAW OF Jill D Moore

AGING, LAWS John L. Saxon

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
CONTROL LAW James C. Drennan

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE

RESOLUTION John B. Stephens

ANIMAL CONTROL Aimee N, Wall

ANNEXATION, MUNICIPAL David M Lawrence

ATTORNEY ETHICS William I Thornton Jr

ATTORNEYS, CITY A. Fleming Bell. II

David M. Lawrence

ATTORNEYS, COUNTY A, Fleming Bell, II

David M Lawrence

ATTORNEYS, SOCIAL SERVICES Janet Mason

John L. Saxon

BAIL S PRETRIAL RELEASE Robert L. Farb

John Rubin

Jessica Smith

BANKING & INVESTMENTS A, John Vogt

BENCHMARKING David N. Ammons

William C Rivenbark

BOARD DEVELOPMENT Vaughn M Upshaw

BUDGET PREPARATION &

ENACTMENT ANNUAL A. John Vogt

William C. Rivenbark

Maureen M Berner

BUILDING & HOUSING CODE
ENFORCEMENT Richard D Ducker

BUSINESS PROCESS CHANGE
MANAGEMENT Kevin M, FitzGerald

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

SYSTEMS Mary Maureen Brown

CAPITAL PLANNING, BUDGETING,

6 FINANCE A. John Vogt

CASH MANAGEMENTS
INVESTMENTS Gregory S Allison

A. John Vogt

CHILD ABUSE & NEGLECT Janet Mason

CHILD SUPPORT Cheryl D Howell

John L. Saxon

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION & CIVIC

INVOLVEMENT A. Fleming Bell, II

Maureen M Berner

John B, Stephens

Gordon P Whitaker

CITY ATTORNEYS A. Fleming Bell, II

David M- Lawrence

CITY-COUNTY RELATIONS David M. Lawrence

CITY GOVERNMENT A Fleming Bell, II

David M. Lawrence

CIVIC EDUCATION Kelley O'Brien

Gordon P, Whitaker

CIVIC EDUCATION
CONSORTIUM Kelley O'Brien

CIVIL DUTIES OF SHERIFFS Joan G Brannon

CIVIL LIABILITY OF PUBLIC OFFICIALS

S LOCAL GOVERNMENTS Anita R Brown-Graham

CIVIL PROCEDURE W Mark C- Weidemaier

CLERKS, CITY & COUNTY A. Fleming Bell, II

CLERKS OF COURT Joan G Brannon

James C Drennan

COASTAL RESOURCES Milton S Heath Jr

David W Owens

COLLABORATION IN GROUPS John B Stephens

COLLABORATIONS, CROSS-

ORGANIZATIONAL Lydian Altman-Sauer

Margaret F Henderson

Gordon P Whitaker

COLLABORATIVE SYSTEMS Mary Maureen Brown

COMMISSIONERS,

BOARD OF COUNTY A Fleming Bell, II

Joseph S- Ferrell

COMMUNICABLE DISEASE

CONTROL Jill D. Moore

COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS James C. Drennan

COMPETITIVE BIDDING A. Fleming Bell, II

Frayda S- Bluestein

CONFIDENTIALITY

(MEDICAL) Jill D. Moore

Aimee N, Wall

CONFIDENTIALITY

(MENTAL HEALTH) Mark F BottS

CONFIDENTIALITY (SOCIAL

SERVICES RECORDS) John L. Saxon

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

(CONTRACTING) Frayda S Bluestein

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

(GOVERNMENT) A. Fleming Bell, II

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

(LAND USE) David W- Owens

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

(VOTING) A Fleming Bell, II

David M. Lawrence

CONSOLIDATION,

CITY-COUNTY David M, Lawrence

CONSTITUTION, STATE Joseph S. Ferrell

CONTRACTS,

GOVERNMENT A Fleming Bell, II

Frayda S Bluestein

COUNCILS, MUNICIPAL A, Fleming Bell, II

David M, Lawrence

COUNTY ADMINISTRATION

PROGRAM Gregory S. Allison

COUNTY ATTORNEYS A. Fleming Bell, II

David M Lawrence

COUNTY GOVERNMENT A Fleming Bell, II

Joseph S Ferrell

David M Lawrence

COURTS Joan G. Brannon

James C. Drennan

Cheryl D, Howell

W. Mark C Weidemaier

COURTS, JUVENILE Janet Mason

CRIMINAL LAWS
PROCEDURE Robert L Farb

John Rubin

Jessica Smith

DELINOUENTJUVENILES Janet Mason

DISPUTE RESOLUTION John B. Stephens

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE Joan G. Brannon

Cheryl D. Howell

John Rubin

DRIVER'S LICENSE

REVOCATIONS James C Drennan

DRIVING WHILE IMPAIRED James C. Drennan

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT Anita R. Brown-Graham

David M, Lawrence

Jennifers Lobenhofer

Jonathan Q Morgan

EDUCATION LAW (ESPECIALLY

SCHOOL AS EMPLOYER) Robert P Joyce

EDUCATION LAW (OTHER THAN
PERSONNEL LAW) Laurie L, Mesibov

ELECTRONIC GOVERNMENT Mary Maureen Brown

Shannon H Schelin

ELECTED OFFICIALS Susan L. Austin

Carl W, Stenberglll

Vaughn M Upshaw

Donna Warner

ELECTED OFFICIALS

(LEGAL S PROCEDURAL) A Fleming Bell, II

ELECTIONS LAW Robert P Joyce

EMINENT DOMAIN Charles A. Szypszak

EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE
RELATIONS, GOVERNMENTAL, ..Willow S Jacobson

Robert R Joyce

Diane M Juffras

EMPLOYMENT
DISCRIMINATION LAW Robert P Joyce

Diane M Juffras

EMPLOYMENT LAW Diane M. Juffras

ENTERPRISE RESOURCE
PLANNING Mary Maureen Brown

ENVIRONMENTAL FINANCE

CENTER Jeffrey A Hughes

Stacey Isaac

Richard B Whisnant

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH Milton S. Heath Jr

Aimee N Wall

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION. ...Milton S Heath Jr.

Jeffrey A. Hughes

David W Owens

Richard B. Whisnant

EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION Cheryl D. Howell

ESSENTIALS OF GOVERNMENT
PROGRAM Carl W. Stenberg III

ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT A. Fleming Bell, II

EVIDENCE Robert L. Farb

John Rubin

Jessica Smith

FAMILY LAW Cheryl D. Howell

FINANCE, COUNTY Gregory S. Allison

David M Lawrence

A John Vogt

FINANCE, MUNICIPAL Gregory S Allison

David M. Lawrence

A John Vogt

FIRE PROTECTION LAW A Fleming Bell, II

David M Lawrence

FISCAL POLICY, STATE & LOCAL.... Gary A Wagner

FORESTRY Milton S. Heath Jr.

Richard B. Whisnant

GENERAL ASSEMBLY Joseph S. Ferrell

GOVERNING BOARDS A. Fleming Bell, II

Carl W. Stenberg 111

Vaughn M. Upshaw

GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL REPORTING Gregory S Allison

GROUP FACILITATION John B Stephens

GUARDIANSHIP
(ESPECIALLY ADULT) John L Saxon

GUARDIANSHIP
(ESPECIALLY CHILDREN) Janet Mason

HEALTH, ENVIRONMENTAL Milton S Heath Jr.

Aimee N Wall

HEALTH, LOCAL BOARDS
OF & HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SERVICES Jill D Moore

Aimee N. Wall

HEALTH LAW

(OTHER THAN MENTAL HEALTH). ..Jill D Moore

Aimee N Wall

Updated information available at httpV/www. sog.unc.edu/faculty/
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HIGHER EDUCATION LAW Robert P Joyce

HOUSING & COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT Anita R Brown-Graham

HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT Willow S Jacobson

INCORPORATION, MUNICIPAL A Fleming Bell, II

Frayda S, Bluestein

David M, Lawrence

INDIGENT DEFENSE John Rubin

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT Mary Maureen Brown

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Mary Maureen Brown

Shannon H Schelin

Philip Young

INVOLUNTARY
COMMITMENT LAW Mark F. Botts

JAIL HEALTH Jill D, Moore

JUDICIAL EDUCATION James C Drennan

Cheryl D Howell

Jessica Smith

W. Mark C Weidemaier

JUVENILE LAW Janet Mason

LAND USE REGULATION Richard D Ducker

David W. Owens

LANDLORD-TENANT LAW Joan G Brannon

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT Carl W Stenberg III

Vaughn M Upshaw

Gordon P Whitaker

LEGISLATIVE REPORTING SERVICE,

EDITOR Martha H Harris

LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATION Robert P Joyce

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
CONTRACTING A Fleming Bell, II

Frayda S Bluestein

LOCAL GOVERNMENT LAW A Fleming Bell, II

Frayda S Bluestein

David M. Lawrence

William 1. Thornton Jr

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
ORGANIZATION
& ADMINISTRATION William C Rivenbark

CarlW Stenberg III

A. John Vogt

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING & CONTRACTING A Fleming Bell, II

Frayda S Bluestein

LONG-RANGE
PLANNING & VISIONING Lydian Altman-Sauer

Carl W. Stenberg III

Vaughn M, Upshaw

Donna Warner

MAGISTRATES Joan G Brannon

MAGISTRATES (INVOLUNTARY
COMMITMENT) Mark F, Botts

MANAGERS, CITY s COUNTY Carl W Stenberg III

MARRIAGE LAW Janet Mason

MEDIATION, PUBLIC DISPUTES John B Stephens

MEDICAL CONFIDENTIALITY Jill D Moore

Aimee N Wall

MEETING PROCEDURES A Fleming Bell, II

MEETINGS, OPEN A Fleming Bell, II

David M. Lawrence

MENTAL HEALTH LAW Mark F BottS

MOTOR VEHICLE LAW James C Drennan

MPA PROGRAM DIRECTOR David N Ammons

MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION
PROGRAM Gregory S Allison

NATURAL RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT Milton S, Heath Jr

Richard B Whisnant

NEWS MEDIA-GOVERNMENT
RELATIONS Robert P Joyce

NONPROFIT-GOVERNMENT
RELATIONSHIPS Lydian Altman-Sauer

Margaret F Henderson

Gordon P Whitaker

NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT Lydian Altman-Sauer

Margaret F Henderson

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS,

LEGAL ASPECTS OF James C Drennan

NOTARIES PUBLIC Charles A Szypszak

OFFICE-HOLDING, MULTIPLE S

INCOMPATIBLE A Fleming Bell, II

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE &

DEVELOPMENT Willow S Jacobson

Vaughn M, Upshaw

Gordon P Whitaker

PARKS & RECREATION Milton S Heath Jr,

Richard B, Whisnant

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE A Fleming Bell, II

PATTERN JURY INSTRUCTIONS James C, Drennan

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT.., David N Ammons

William C Rivenbark

PLANNING, CITY & COUNTY Richard D Ducker

David W Owens

POLICE ATTORNEYS Robert L Farb

POPULAR GOVERNMENT, EDITOR ..John B Stephens

POST-CONVICTION PROCEDURE. ..JeSSICa Smith

PRIVATIZATION David N Ammons

Frayda S Bluestein

PROCEDURES FOR MEETINGS A Fleming Bell, II

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT William C Rivenbark

PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT
IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT David N Ammons

PROGRAM EVALUATION Maureen M Berner

PROPERTY MAPPING Charles A Szypszak

PROPERTY TAX
COLLECTION, LAW OF Shea R Denning

PROPERTY TAX
LISTING & ASSESSING, LAW OF Shea R Denning

Joseph S Ferrell

PROPERTY TAX APPRAISAL S

ASSESSMENT ADMINISTRATION. ..Joseph E Hunt

PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS,

LOCAL GOVERNMENT David M Lawrence

PROSECUTOR TRAINING Robert L Farb

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION David N Ammons

Maureen M Berner

Mary Maureen Brown

Willow S Jacobson

Jonathan Q Morgan

William C Rivenbark

Carl W. Stenberg III

Vaughn M Upshaw

Gordon P Whitaker

PUBLIC DEBT Gary A Wagner

PUBLIC DEFENDER TRAINING John Rubin

PUBLIC DISPUTE REGULATION John B Stephens

PUBLIC ENTERPRISE

ORGANIZATION & FINANCING ...Jeffrey A Hughes

A John Vogt

PUBLIC HEALTH SYSTEM Jill D Moore

Aimee N Wall

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT Willow S Jacobson

CarlW. Stenberg III

John B. Stephens

PUBLIC RECORDS A. Fleming Bell, II

David M. Lawrence

PUBLIC UTILITIES Milton S. Heath Jr

Jeffrey A. Hughes

PURCHASING, PUBLIC A Fleming Bell, II

Frayda S Bluestein

RECORDS. MENTAL HEALTH Mark F. BottS

REGISTERS OF DEEDS Charles A Szypszak

(INDEXING, REPORTING,

5 TECHNOLOGY) Charles W Moore

RESEARCH METHODS
FOR PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION...Maureen M Berner

RETREAT FACILITATION Lydian Altman-Sauer

John B. Stephens

REVENUE ESTIMATION Gary A. Wagner

SCHOOL & COMMUNITY
OUTREACH Kelley O'Brien

SCHOOL LAW (ESPECIALLY

SCHOOL AS EMPLOYER) Robert P Joyce

SCHOOL LAW (OTHER THAN
PERSONNEL LAW) Laurie L. Mesibov

SENTENCING LAW James C. Drennan

John Rubin

SHERIFFS, CIVIL DUTIES OF Joan G Brannon

SHERIFFS, CIVIL COMMITMENT
DUTIES OF Mark F. Botts

SMOKING REGULATION Aimee N. Wall

SOCIAL SERVICES ATTORNEYS Janet Mason

John L. Saxon

SOCIAL SERVICES BOARDS Janet Mason

John L Saxon

SOCIAL SERVICES LAW
(ESPECIALLY CHILD WELFARE,

CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES,

6 FOSTER CARE ISSUES) Janet Mason

SOCIAL SERVICES LAW
(ESPECIALLY COUNTY SOCIAL

SERVICES BOARDS, PUBLIC

ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
SUCH AS MEDICAID, FINANCING

OF SOCIAL SERVICES PROGRAMS,
& WELFARE REFORM) John L Saxon

SOIL & WATER CONSERVATION Milton S. Heath Jr

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT Jeffrey A. Hughes

David M. Lawrence

Richard B. Whisnant

SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS David M Lawrence

STATE BOARDS, COMMISSIONS,

& COUNCILS Milton S Heath Jr.

SUBDIVISION REGULATION Richard D. Ducker

David W. Owens

SURVEY METHODOLOGY Maureen M Berner

Shannon H, Schelin

TAXATION, LOCAL Shea R Denning

TAX POLICY, STATE & LOCAL Gary A Wagner

TECHNOLOGY, CENTER FOR

PUBLIC, DIRECTOR Shannon H. Schelin

VIOLENCE, DOMESTIC Joan G Brannon

Cheryl D Howell

John Rubin

WATER LAW Milton S Heath Jr

Richard B. Whisnant

WATER RESOURCES Milton S. Heath Jr

Jeffrey A Hughes

Richard B. Whisnant

WATER S SEWERAGE SERVICES Mllton S Heath Jr

Jeffrey A. Hughes

David M. Lawrence

ZONING Richard D Ducker

David W Owens

Updated information available at: http://www,sog.unc edu/faculty/
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GREGORYS. ALLISON

(919) 966-4376

illison@sog.unc.edu

DAVID N. AMMONS
(919) 962-7696

ammons@sog.unc.e(iu

A. FLEMING BELL, II

(919) 966-4210

bell@sog.unc.edu

MAUREEN M. BERNER

(919) 843-8980

mberner@sog.unc.edu

FRAYDAS. BLUESTEIN

(919) 966-4203

bluesrein@sog.unc.edu

MARK F. BOTTS

(919) 962-8204

botts@sog.unc.edu

JOANG. BRANNON
(919) 966-4178

brannon@sog.unc.edu

MARY MAUREEN BROWN
(919) 966-4347

brown@sog.unc.edu

ANITA R. BROWN-GRAHAM
(919) 962-0593

brgraham@sog.unc.edu

SHEARIGGSBEE DENNING

(919) 843-5120

denning@sog.unc.edu

JAMES C. DRENNAN
(919)966-4160

drennan@sog.unc.edu

RICHARD D. DUCKER

(919) 966-4179

ducker@sog.unc.edu

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT FACULTY, PROGRAM LEADERS,

AND ASSOCIATES INDEX March 2006

ROBERT L. FARB

(919) 966-4375

farb@sog.unc.edu

JOSEPH S. FERRELL

(919) 962-7609

ferrell@sog. unc.edu

MILTON S. HEATH JR.

(919) 966-4190

heath@sog.unc.edu

CHERYL DANIELS HOWELL
(919) 966-4437

howell@sog.unc.edu

JOSEPH E. HUNT

(919) 966-4372

jhunt@sog.unc.edu

WILLOWS. JACOBSON

(919) 966-4760

jacobson@'sog.unc.edu

ROBERT P. JOYCE

(919) 966-6860

joyce@sog.unc.edu

DIANE M. JUFFRAS

(919) 843-4926

iufFras@'sog. unc.edu

PATRICIA A. LANGELIER

(919) 962-8036

langelier@sog.unc edu

DAVID M. LAWRENCE

(919) 966-4214

iawrence@sog.unc.edu

JANET MASON
(919) 966-4246

mason@sog.unc.edu

LAURIE L. MESIBOV

(919) 966-4253

mesibov@sog.unc.edu

JILLD. MOORE
(919) 966-4442

moore@sog.unc.edu

JONATHAN Q. MORGAN
(919) 843-0972

morgan@sog.unc.edu

DAVID W. OWENS
(919) 966-4208

owens@sog.unc.edu

WILLIAM C. RIVENBARK

(919) 962-3707

rivenbark@sog.unc.edu

JOHN RUBIN

(919) 962-2498

rubin@sog.unc.edu

JOHN L. SAXON

(919) 966-4289

saxon@sog.unc.edu

JESSICA SMITH

(919) 966-4105

smithi@sog.unc.edu

MICHAEL R.SMITH

(919) 966-4107

msmith@sog.unc.edu

CARLW. STENBERG III

(919) 962-2377

stenberg@sog.unc.edu

JOHN B.STEPHENS

(919) 962-5190

stephens@sog.unc.edu

CHARLES A. SZYPSZAK

(919) 843-8932

szypszak@sog.unc.edu

THOMAS H.THORNBURG

(919) 966-4377

thornburg@sog.unc.edu

VAUGHN M. UPSHAW
(919) 966-9982

upshaw@sog.unc.edu

Updated information available at: http://www.sog. unc.edu/faculty/
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Faculty, continued

A. JOHN VOGT
(919) 966-4189

vogt@sog.unc.edu

GARY A. WAGNER
(919) 843-8930

ga\vagner@sog. unc.edu

AIMEE N. WALL

(919) 843-4957

waIl@sog.unc.edu

W. MARKC. WEIDEMAIER

(919) 843-3914

\veidemaier@sog. unc.edu

RICHARD B. WHISNANT

(919) 962-9320

\vhisnant@sog. unc.edu

GORDON P. WHITAKER

(919) 962-0427

\vhitaker@sog.unc.edu

Program Leaders and Associates

LYDIAN E. ALTMAN-SAUER

(910) 592-4408

lvdian@sog.unc.edu

LESLIE ANDERSON

(828) 252-4913

lesiiea@ioa.com

SUSAN L.AUSTIN

(')19) 9tib-4l59

austin@sog.unc.edu

MARGARETS. CARLSON

(919) 683-ll~l

carlson@'sog.unc.edu

KEVIN M. FITZGERALD

(919) 962-4301

kfitz@sog.unc.edu

MARTHA H. HARRIS

(919) 962-9180

harris@sog.unc.edu

MARGARET F. HENDERSON

(919) 966-3455

mhenderson@sog.unc.edu

JEFFREY A. HUGHES

(919) 843-4950

jhughes@sog.unc.edu

STACEY ISAAC

(770) 552-6847

isaac@sog.unc.edu

JENNIFERS. LOBENHOFER

(919) 843-7736

lobenhofer@sog.unc.edu

CHARLES W. MOORE
(919) 906-4169

KELLEYT. O'BRIEN

(919) 843-0664

obrien@sog.unc.edu

SHANNON H.SCHELIN

(919) 962-5438

schelin@sog.unc.edu

WILLIAM I. THORNTON JR.

(919) 962-8197

thornton@sog.unc.edu

DONNA WARNER
(919) 962-1575

warner@sog.unc.edu

JESSE L.WHITE JR.

(919) 966-4399

white@sog.unc.edu

PHILIP YOUNG
(919) 962-0592

young@sog.unc.edu

iruNC
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

THE UNIVERSITY
o/ NORTH CAROLINA
at CHAPEL HILL

KNAPP-SANDERS BUILDING

CAMPUS BC1X 3 3 30

CHAPEL HILL. NC 27599-3330

www. sog.unc.edu

(919) 966-53 Si

Updated information available at: http://www.50g.unc.edu/faculty/



Using the Local Government Governing Model:

A Checklist for Local Governing Boards

1

.

Understand Its Legal Authority

Do we know what we are legally required to do or restricted from doing on this issue?

Are there constitutional issues?

Statutory issues?

Local policies that we nnust follow?

Do we know what we are obligated to do by state or federal law?

Do we know what we are prevented from doing by state or federal law?

Do we know what we are given the option to do by state or federal law?

Do we know if there are other laws or standards that need to be considered?

2. Work with Others

Have we identified individuals and groups that need to be consulted or buy in before we can act?

Are all members of the board informed and prepared to act on this issue?

Have we engaged the manager and the organization on this issue?

Have we consulted relevant external individuals and groups?

Have we identified who will be helped and who will be harmed if we pursue this issue?

Are the media informed on the issue and the board's proposed action?

Are there other units of government that need to be involved (e.g., the state, municipalities, neighboring counties)?

What agreements need to be negotiated internally or externally with key stakeholders to move the issue forward?

3. Set Policy

What result do we hope to achieve?

What policy do we want to enact?

How IS this issue tied to our strategic plan?

Can we address this matter in our regular meetings, or do we need to hold a special meeting?

What information do we need to make a good decision?

What information will we need to monitor this issue over time?

Do we need to hold a public hearing?

Does the issue require a public referendum?

4. Allocate Resources

What resources will be required, and how will we know how well they were used?

Do we have the resources to pursue action on our own?

What other groups are contributing or might contribute resources to this issue?

Have we allocated resources to support our priorities?

Do we have a process for monitoring resource use?

5. Be Accountable

What will success look like, and how will we know if we achieve it?

What will we hold ourselves (as a board), our manager, and our organization accountable for?

How will we assess our own (board) work?

How will we assess the manager's and the organization's performance?

How will we address performance problems for the board, the manager, and the organization?

How will we recognize performance achievements by the board, the manager, and the organization?
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saw that collaboration was the second

step. Council member Adams asked,

"Can the three of us alone design a new

tool and process, or should we collabo-

rate with others?" After discussion about

whom to involve, the committee de-

cided to ask the manager to participate,

along with an external consultant. The

decision to use an external consultant was

influenced by the manager's previous ex-

perience with performance rex'iews. He
stated that the ad hoc committee's plan

to change the previous tool and process

could be facilitated b\ an experienced

consultant who would ha\e sample

tools and experience with alternative

approaches to per- i

formance reviews of

managers. With the

full council's support

to fund a consultant,

the process moved

forward.

Setting policy.

With the consultant's

help, the ad hoc

committee and the

manager decided to

propose that the

annual review be

carried out by the

full board and include input from senior

managers. They recommended that the

tool have a mix of standard items taken

from the previous tool plus a series of

questions related to the council's current

priorities (see Table 2, page 20).

The ad hoc committee also decided to

ask the council to do a self-assessment.

The committee members realized during

their discussions that they believed the

city's success to depend on both the

manager's and the council's performance.

During this discussion, council member
Martin raised the question of linking

pay to performance. This prompted the

committee to turn its attention to the

question of resources related to the

manager's performance evaluation.

Allocating resources. After selecting

a tool and a process for the manager's

and the council's annual performance

review, the ad hoc committee considered

what resources would be required.

Financial resources included personnel

and supply costs associated with revising

and producing the appraisal tool, dis-

tributing it, and collecting and summari-

Through a combination of annual

performance evaluations of

the manager, financial audits,

program reviews, and board self-

assessments, local government

boards establish a track record

of accomplishments and identify

areas for improvement.

zing the results. The ad hoc committee

also wanted resources to extend the

consultant's contract to guide the per-

formance review for the manager and

the council. Nonfinancial resources

included the manager's, the council

members', and senior managers' time

and energy to prepare, implement, and

evaluate the review process. As the ad

hoc committee began to finalize its pro-

posal to the full council, it decided to

recommend that the council's budget

include a bonus for the manager in the

event that he received a positive perfor-

mance re\ lew.

Being accountable. In conducting

the manager's

performance

evaluation, the

council recognized

that it was, in part,

performing its

accountabilit}'

function. The ad

hoc committee

members stepped

back, looked at

all they had done,

and asked them-

selves some addi-

tional questions.

For example:

• How will we know what consti-

tutes effective performance by the

manager?

• How will we reward the manager for

effective performance?

• What will we do in the event that

we find the manager to have been

ineffective?

• How will the council pro\ide on-

going oversight of the manager's

performance?

• How will we assess performance for

the council?

• How will we address ineffective

council performance?

As they put the finishing touches on

the manager's and the council's perfor-

mance appraisal process and tool, the

members of the ad hoc committee felt

prepared to recommend to the full

council that it initiate a performance

review for the manager and conduct a

self-assessment.

Example 2: A Curfew for Teenagers

The small, historic town of Oldham
became a favored spot for teenagers

looking for something to do in the

evenings. Residents and business

owners living in the downtown area

complained to the town council about

the teenagers' rowdy behavior. In

response, members of the town council

proposed to enact an ordinance setting

a 9:00 P.M. curfew for teenagers under

the age of eighteen. Angry parents and

teenagers challenged the proposed cur-

few, saying that it violated individual

rights. The mayor suggested that the

council take another look at the issue be-

fore adopting an ordinance. The LGGM
guided the council's work.

Understanding its legal authority. First,

the council sought to understand and

act within its legal authority' to establish

curfews. Tlie Oldham city attorney told the

council that G.S. 160A-174 gives cities

the authoritv- to prohibit and regulate

"acts, omissions, or conditions detri-

mental to the . . . safer,', or welfare of

its citizens and the peace and dignity

of the cin,'."-' The attorney advised the

council that an ordinance establishing

a curfew just for minors might raise

constitutional issues by restricting minors'

rights more than adults' rights. The

attorney recommended that specific

provisions be included in the proposed

ordinance to address constitutional

concerns and reduce the burden of

the curfew on minors engaged in legiti-

mate activities.

Working with others. Once the

council was aware of its legal authority,

it needed to work with others to under-

stand different perspectives on curfews

for minors. Council member Jones was

ready for the attorney to draft an ordi-

nance establishing a 9:00 P..\l. curfew for

minors. Council member Anderson had

heard teenagers, parents, and religious

and business leaders expressing con-

cerns about a curfew. Council member

Morris had concerns about how to

enforce the curfew and wanted more

data from law enforcement about

actual complaints and arrests before the

council voted on an ordinance. These

different objectives prompted the mayor

to recommend that the council gather

more information and schedule a public

hearing on the matter. The mavor
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A governing board might

use the LGGM in deciding

whether or not to impose a

curfew on teenagers.

volunteered to work with the manager

in collecting the additional documen-

tation and making arrangements tor the

public hearing.

At the public hearing, the council

heard complaints from downtown
residents that teenagers were making a

lot of noise, hanging around the busi-

ness district, leaving trash in people s

yards, destroying property, drag racing

through neighborhoods late into the

evening, and making residents feel

unsafe walking downtown after dark.

The police chief reported that residents

and businesses routinely complained

about these problems. Two downtown
businessmen, owners of a game room
and an ice cream parlor, claimed that

they benefited from the evening patrons.

A petition signed by owners of six other

downtown businesses detailed having

routinely to clean up trash and repair

outside fixtures and furniture broken by

rowdy teenagers. Teenagers expressed

their need for places to gather and said

a curfew would violate their constitu-

tional rights. Parents raised concerns

that a y:00 P.M. curfew would restrict

teenagers from working evening shifts

or participating in church, sports, and

club activities. In sum, the council

learned that, although a curfew for

minors might provide some relief for

downtown residents and businesses, it

would create difficulties for other com-

munity members and might not solve

the downtown residents' problems.

Setting policy. Now the council had

to decide what to do: take no action,

adopt a curfew for mmors, or address

teenagers' need for a safe place to meet.

The council proposed that the city

attorney draft an ordinance that would

establish a 10:00 P.M. curfew for minors

for six months, noting that the curfew

would not apply to minors participating

in work-, church-, and school-related

activities. Further, the council agreed

that it would monitor the effects of the

ordinance, then revisit the issue at the

end of the six months to determine

whether the curfew was working, be-

fore making it permanent. The council

asked the manager and the police chief

to propose a budget at its next meeting

for enforcing the new ordinance.

Before moving on to other business,

the mayor asked the council members

what outcomes they would like to see

from the new curfew ordinance. The

council members agreed that in six

months they should review whether or

not the curfew for minors had accom-

plished the following:

I . Reduced the number of noise com-

plaints in the downtown area by

50 percent

2. Reduced vandalism, loitering, and

litter violations in the downtown area

by 75 percent

Allocating resources. The manager,

the police chief, and the mayor met to

determine what resources would be

needed to enforce the curfew. They

decided that the best way to address the

noise, loitering, and vandalism would

be to have officers patrol the downtown
area on foot or bicycle rather than in

cars during the most active evening hours.

In addition, the police chief recommended

putting a patrol car in the vicinity to

provide additional surveillance and

backup for the officers on foot. The

police chief estimated that his depart-

ment would need an extra $52,000 to

increase the number of officers on patrol

downtown from 9:00 P.M. until 1:00 A..M.

for the six-month pilot program.

At the council's next meeting, the man-

ager proposed that it support a pilot 10

P.M. curfew for minors, running from

May 1 through October 31. During

these six months, the city would in-

crease its police surveillance downtown
during the evening. The total cost for

the pilot curfew program was estimated

to be $52,000, and the funds for the

program would come from postponing

two new hires in the city's finance and

administrative offices for six months.
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Being accountable. Once the pilot

curfew ordiiiance was aciopted, the mayor

and the manager scheduled a report on

the curfew following its six-month trial

period. They agreed that the report should

address the extent to which the curfew

ordinance reduced the number of noise

complaints, the vandalism, and the loi-

tering and litter violations in the down-

town area. The ma}'or asked the manager

to keep the council informed of any

problems arising during the six-month

pilot period and also recommended that

the manager think about how to continue

the program at the end of the six-month

trial, should it be deemed a success.

Example 3: Impacts of Growth

Thomas County and its neighbor,

Harold Counn.-, grew rapidly in the last

decade, resulting in sprawling housing

developments, strip malls, overcrowded

roads, and long traffic delays during

peak driving hours. Harold County was

considering the development of a large

shopping complex on its northern bor-

der, not far from two towns located in

southern Thomas Count}'. Council mem-
bers from these towns publich- denounced

Harold County's plan, saying that a

large shopping center would further

congest traffic along their southern bor-

der and undermine their local busi-

nesses. They were angry that they had

not been consulted by Harold County in

advance. Both town councils asked to

meet with the Harold Count)' commis-

sioners to discuss the planned shopping

center. The LGGM guided Harold

Count\-"s process.

Understanding its legal authority.

The attorney for Harold Count)- ad-

vised the commissioners that they had

the authoritv' to decide what areas with-

in their jurisdiction would be zoned for

commercial development. A portion of

the property being proposed for the

shopping center had previously been

zoned for commercial development and

sat adjacent to other commercial prop-

erties. However, a larger tract of land

also being considered for the shopping

center was currently zoned for agricul-

tural use. To rezone the land for com-

mercial purposes before approving new
construction, Harold County was re-

quired to provide public notices, hold

public hearings, and publish plans.

Working with others. The Harold

County commissioners worked with

internal stakeholders (Harold County's

manager, planning director, economic

development director, and planning

board) to attract and secure an appro-

priate site for the shopping center. Al-

though the county was not legally

required to seek input from neighboring

jurisdictions, the commissioners recog-

nized that there might be problems

resulting from higher traffic volume in

and out of the shopping center, impact

on businesses outside the county, and

lack of coordination of commercial

areas with neighboring jurisdictions.

The commissioners also recognized that

they might want to

contract with

neighboring

jurisdictions for

water and sewer ser-

vices. Using the

LGGM prompted

the Harold County

commissioners to

take a comprehensive

look at stakeholders

affected by the shopping center and to

consult with external groups, such as

other local government leaders, neigh-

borhood associations, and area business

owners as a part of their overall process.

Because traffic congestion was a major

concern, Harold County also worked

with the State Department of Trans-

portation.

Setting policy. The Harold County

commissioners might support a shopping

center for several policy reasons. For

instance, they might be committed to

expanding the nonresidential tax base

of the counts', providing more convenient

shopping options for count)' residents,

or increasing job opportunities in their

jurisdiction. They recognized that they

could achieve these policy objectives

independently of one another or in a

coordinated fashion.

Other policy issues also might be at

play in Harold Count)'. For instance,

Harold Count)' might be interested in

building the shopping center near neigli-

boring towns to assert itself as a player in

the region's economic system. Further,

the commissioners might be concerned

about the character of the counn.' and

interested in clustering commercial

How a governing board

carries out its governance

responsibilities also depends

on individual ethics, values,

leadership, and stewardship.

development in areas that already were

commercial. From a strategic perspective,

Harold County needed to identify which

policy objectives it wanted to address and

consider the possible long-term conse-

quences of its actions on achieving these

objectives. Depending on the extent to

which Harold Count)' commissioners

wanted to extend the count)' 's regional

influence, they might want to develop

policies in a coordinated fashion with

other jurisdictions in their region.

Allocating resources. Once the board

articulated a clear policy objective, the

Harold County commissioners had to

decide what resources they required

to achieve their goal. Added traffic

and commercial de-

velopment would

require extra law

enforcement and fire

protection capacity.

If the count)' decided

to provide water

and sewer services,

either on its own or

through an arrange-

ment with neighboring

jurisdictions, there would be expenses

related to extending lines to serve the

new site.

Being accountable. Once the Harold

County commissioners determined the

policy objectives they wanted to achieve,

they needed to identif)' the results that

they expected to see if these objectives

were met. For instance, if they decided

that a policy objective for the shopping

complex was to help diversif)' the

county's tax base, they might adopt the

following measures of accountabilit)-:

1. By 2010, Harold Countv will have at

least 30 percent of its taxes coming

from commercial and industrial

businesses.

2. By 2010, at least 60 percent of

Harold County residents will report

that they shop in the count)'.

Depending on the other objectives

the count)' commissioners agreed on,

they might adopt other measures of

accountabilit)' as well. For instance, if

the board was interested in the regional

impact of its new commercial develop-

ment, it also might want to measure the

proportion of noncounty residents who
shopped in Harold County.
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Conclusion

These three hypothetical examples show

how a city council or a board of county

commissioners might use the LGGM to

anticipate and plan for its responsibil-

ities. They also illustrate that each issue

has its own complexits' and that many

equally acceptable options might be

pursued by a governing board. Al-

though the LGGM prompts a governing

board to focus on and plan for its re-

sponsibilities, the model does not pre-

scribe a particular way in which the

board must act. Ultimately a city coun-

cil or a board of county commissioners

must determine what it wants to achieve.

The five responsibilities in the LGGM
parallel the fundamental work that

elected boards are charged to do by law,

recommended to do in theory, and re-

quired to do in practice. The model em-

phasizes what a local governing board,

such as a city council or a board of county

commissioners, is ultimately responsible

for, and suggests how a board should

carr\' out its responsibilities. The LGGM
does not explain everything about how
a governing board's work should occur.

How a governing board carries out its

governance responsibilities also depends

on individual ethics, values, leadership,

and stewardship. Using this model as a

general guide for practice, while taking

into account local needs, constraints,

history, and commitment, can help local

governing boards and their managers

carry out all their essential governing

responsibilities.
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'^ge in North Carolina

Janet Mason

Sue Mid \ed live in Michigan and want

to get married in Chapel Hill, where they

met. They are busy making a guest list,

engaging a caterer, looking for a photog-

rapher, writing their vows, selecting mu-

sic. At some point they also need to ask,

(1> Are ire eligible to marry m Xorth

Carolina, and (21 what are the state's re-

quirements for creating a i 'alid marriageT

All couples planning ro marry,

regardless of where they reside

or plan ro reside, need to know
how the place where they plan to marry

answers these questions. A marriage

created in another state or country al-

most always will be recognized in Xorth

Carolina it it is valid under the law

where it was created.' Further, a valid

Xorth Carolina marriage is not likely to

be challenged elsewhere.- Each state

establishes its own requirements with

respect to marriages that take place

within its boundaries. Those require-

ments vary widely.'

Given the personal and legal signifi-

cance ot the marital relationship, one

would expect states" laws to provide

clear guidance for people who are

planning to marry, for people who are

asked to officiate at marriages, and for

public officials responsible for issuing

marriage licenses and maintaining a state's

official records of marriages. But

not all states" laws do.

This anicle examines

Xorth Carolina's answers to

the n.vo basic questions

that Sue and Xed and

other couples planning

to marry in the state

need to ask. .\ns\wnnij

Goieminent faculty member
specializing in iuvenile laiv.

social services law, and

marriage lau: Contact her at

mason@sog.unc.edu.

-«7

the first question is generally not difficult

and only rarely involves ambiguities.

Exploring the second, however, reveals

surprising answers that differ from most

people"s assumptions about marriage

and that in some respects lack the cer-

tainty people expect.

Who Is Eligible to Marry?

The primary factors that determine

whether a person may marry in Xorth

Carolina are age, competency, famih

relationship, marital status, and gender.^

Xeither residency nor citizenship is a

prerequisite, and no medical examination

or blood test is required." If a couple

marry while one or both of the parties

are ineligible to marry, the marriage will

be either void or voidable." .\ "void""

marriage is an absolute nullity from the

moment it takes place.

A "voidable"' marriage

IS presumed to be

valid unless a court

declares it void m an

annulment action.

Age

Eighteen is the age of

ma]onr\- in Xorth

Carolina and the age at

and beyond which a

person may marry without

anyone else's consent."

Someone younger than

eiehteen who has ob-

tained a court order of emancipation or

has been married legally before, also

may marry without consent.^

.\n unemancipated minor who is six-

teen or seventeen years of age may marn,'

with the written consent of ( 1 ) a parent

who has "full or ]oint legal custody"" of

the minor; (2) a person, an agency, or

an institution that has legal custody of

the minor; or |3) a person, an agency, or

an institutit)n that is serving as the

minor"s guardian." An agency or a

person other than a parent who has

legal custody of a minor or is a minor"s

legal guardian should have a court order

to that effect.'" A parent who is divorced,

separated, or unmarried may have a

court order or a separation agreement

establishing that he or she has sole or

loint legal custody of a couple"s child.

Most parents, however, are never inv-

' I fK^i^ olved in court ac-

tions or contrac-

tual agreements

regarding cus-

tody' of their

children. These

parents have

equal rights to

custody of their

children, and

thus each par-

ent has a form of

oint custody that

is not reflected

in any official

document.
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Some minors aged fourteen or fifteen

may marry but only after obtaining a

court order authorizing them to do so."

To obtain a court order, a minor must

be either of the following:

• A fourteen- or fifteen-year-old female

who is pregnant or has given birth and

wants to marry the father of her child

• A fourteen- or fifteen-year-old male

who is the father of a child, whether

born or unborn, and wants to marry

the child's mother

To seek a court order, a minor must

file a civil action in district court. The

minor must ensure that his or her par-

ents (or guardian or custodian) are

served with proper notice of the pro-

ceeding. The court will consider the

parents' opinions and wishes. The

parents' views—whether for or against

the marriage—are not controlling,

however. The court will authorize the

minor to marry only if it finds that

marrying will be in the minor's best

interest. When the minor files the ac-

tion, the court will appoint an attorney

to act as the minor's "guardian ad

litem," not to argue the minor's wishes

but to conduct an investigation and

make a recommendation to the court

about the minor's best interest. '-

It is unlawful for any person younger

than fourteen years of age to marry in

North Carolina."

A marriage that takes place in viola-

tion of any of these age requirements is

voidable.''' If a minor marries after

obtaining a license by fraud or misrep-

resentation, an action to annul the

marriage may be brought by the minor's

parent, legal custodian, or legal guar-

dian, or by the guardian ad litem who
was appointed in the proceeding in

which the minor obtained a court order

authorizing him or her to marry.
'^"

Ralph, who is seventeen, and Maria,

who is fifteen, are the parents of a two-

month-old infant. They decide to many,

and their mothers go luith them to give

consent ivhen they apply for a marriage

license. The register of deeds will not

issue a license. Ralph, whose mother

has sole legal custody ofhim, can marry

ivith his mother's written consent.

Maria, however, must have a court

order, for she is not yet sixteen. Because

she has given birth, is at least fourteen!

years old, and wants to marry the father

of her child, she is eligible to file a court

action and ask the court to find that

marrying Ralph is in her best interest.

If Maria gets the court order but

Ralph 's mother changes her mind and

will not consent to his marrying, the

couple may not marry. The court order

applies only to Maria and does not

affect the requirement that Ralph have

parental consent. To marry in North

According to the 2000 Census,

almost 60 percent of the people in

North Carolina age fifteen or older

are married. In 2004, more than

62,000 marriages took place in the

state. The most popular date for

marrying was February 14; the most

popular month, June; and the least

popular month, January.

Carolina, they must icatt until Ralph is

eighteen, unless he files a petition for

emancipation and obtains a court order

emancipating him.

Competency

A person who is "incapable of contract-

ing from want of will or understanding"

cannot enter into a valid marriage."" Ap-

plicants for a marriage license are not

required first to have a medical exami-

nation, and the registers of

deeds who issue marriage

licenses are

not required to conduct inquiries aimed

at determining whether applicants are

competent.'" Occasionally it might be

obvious to a register of deeds that a

party is extremely inebriated or incap-

able of contracting for some other

reason. A register of deeds in that

circumstance should refuse to issue a

license. Even if a couple have a license,

if a part>''s incapacity' is obvious to the

person who is asked to officiate at the

wedding, that person should refuse to

perform the ceremony.

The fact that a court has adjudicated

a person incompetent and appointed a

guardian to manage the person's affairs

does not necessarily mean that the per-

son lacks the capacity' to consent to marry.

Conversely, a person may lack that

capacit}' even if no court has made a

determination about the person's com-

petence. An individual's mental capacity

"at the precise time when the marriage

is celebrated controls its validity or in-

validity.""* Even if a person is compe-

tent and consents to marry, a marriage

may be challenged and declared void if

the person's consent was procured by

undue influence.'''

If a parr\- to a marriage lacked the

necessary capacity at the time of the

marriage, the marriage is voidable.-"

Family Relationship

First cousins may lawfully marry in North

Carolina, hut double first cousins or

others who are nearer of kin than first

cousin may not.-' (When a pair of

brothers marries a pair of sisters, their

children are double first cousins: The

children have both sets of grandparents

in common. The same is true when a

brother and a sister

have spouses
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who also are brother and sister.) In

determining relationships, the law

specifies that "the half-blood shall be

counted as the whole-blood.'"-- Unlike

some other states' laws, the North Car-

olina statute on prohibited degrees of

kinship does not mention relationships

that result from adoption or marriage,

as in the case of step-siblings.-' Al-

though North Carolina appellate courts

have not interpreted the statute with

respect to people in those relationships,

the prohibitions likely apply to them as

well.-"* A marriage in violation of the

prohibited kinship rule is voidable.-'

Marital Status

A fundamental criterion for marrying

is that both of the parties be unmarried

when the marriage takes place. A mar-

riage in violation of this requirement is

absolutely void, regardless of whether a

court ever declares it so. In addition,

marrying someone while one still is

married to someone else (bigamy) is a

Class I felony in North Carolina.-"

With surprising frequency, people

apph' for marriage licenses and marn,'

before the dissolution of an earlier

marriage, usually under the mistaken

belief that a pending divorce is final or

that the other party to the marriage ob-

tained a divorce. For that reason most

registers of deeds require applicants

who indicate that they are divorced to

produce copies of their dixorce judg-

ments. Occasionally, applicants are not

certain whether a prior marriage was

valid or whether they are divorced.

Sue and Ned urnve from Michlgiiu atid

go to the office of the Orange

County Register of Deeds to

apply for a marriage license.

Sue indicates

on the application that

this will he her first

marriage. She tells

the register of

deeds, however.

that she was "sort

of" married in Iowa

when she was fifteen but

never lived with the boy and

does not think the marriage

was valid because she forged

her mother's signature on the

consent form. It is clear from

her tone that she wants the register

of deeds to confirm tliat she was not

married.

The register of deeds is not in a position

to know, and has no duty to find out,

what Iowa law would say about the

validit}' of Sue's first marriage. In

circumstances similar to this, registers

of deeds frequently are asked for legal

opinions or advice, and generally they

are steadfast in refusing to give either.

The register of deeds in this case should

encourage Sue to seek legal advice

With surprising frequency, people

apply for marriage licenses and

marry before the dissolution

of an earlier marriage, usually

under the mistaken belief that a

pending divorce is final or that

the other party to the marriage

obtained a divorce.

before proceeding with her application

for a North Carolina marriage license.

Every register of deeds should stress to

applicants the importance of having

accurate, truthful information on the

application and should encourage people

who have an)' question about their

marital status to seek legal ad\ice before

applying for a license. Ultimately the

register of deeds must relv on the infor-

mation that an applicant for a license

gives under oath on the application.

I

Gender

Whether two people of the same gender

ma\- marry each other has been the

subject of headline news, legislation,

and litigation all over the country in

recent years.-" In North Carolina the

question has not come before the

appellate courts. Nonetheless, it has

been manifest.-*

As a matter of statutory law in this

state, same-sex couples are not eligible

to marry. North Carolina law does not

define "marriage," but it makes the op-

posite genders of the parties an essential

element in the creation of a marriage.

A valid marriage in this state is created

"by the consent of a male and female

person" to take each other as husband

and wife.-''

Since 1996 a North Carolina statute

I

also has provided that "[mjarriages . . .

between individuals of the same gender

are not valid in North Carolina," regard-

!
less of where or how they are created.'"

North Carolina, like many other states,

added this statement to its marriage law

following the enactment by Congress of

the federal Defense of Marriage Act in

1996.'' That law gives states permission

to disregard a law of any other state

that permits or recognizes same-sex

marriages:

No State . . . shall be required to give

effect to any public act. record, or

judicial proceeding of any other State

. . . respecting a relationship between

persons of the same se.x that is treated

as a marriage under the laws of such

other State . . . or a right or claim

arising from such relationship.'-

The Defense of Marriage Act also

defines "marriage,"

^ for purposes of any

federal law, rule, or

interpretation, as

meaning "only a legal

union between one man and one

woman as husband and

wife," and it specifies that

"the word 'spouse' refers

only to a person of the

opposite sex who is a

husband or a wife.""'' These definitions

apply to the broad range of federal laws
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in which marital status

is a factor.'""

Same-sex couples

often establish com-

mitted relationships

that in their eyes and

the eyes of their

friends and families

are marriages or

the equivalent.

Sometimes these

are solemnized in

religious ceremonies. In

North Carolina,

however, these cou-

ples may not obtain

marriage licenses or

create relationships that

automatically result in the rights, duties,

and privileges that attach as a matter of

law to legally recognized marriages.

The debate about the law and public

policy relating to same-sex marriage

continues in legislatures and courts

around the country. It includes constitu-

tional challenges to the Defense of Mar-

riage Act and to some states' versions of

the act. Sometimes, as in Massachusetts,

the issue arises under a state's constitu-

tion.'"' In North Carolina there have been

proposals to amend the state's constitu-

tion to add a prohibition against same-

sex marriage.^'' At the federal level, there

have been proposals both to amend the

constitution and to limit federal courts'

jurisdiction to decide cases involving the

Defense of Marriage Act.^~

Ron and Don have lived together in

a committed relationship for ten years.

They go to the office of the register

of deeds and apply for a marriage

license. The register of deeds is not

authorized to issue them a marriage

license.'''^ Further. // Ron and Don
marry in another state or coimtry that

does permit same-sex marriages, their

marriage will not be recognized as valid

in North Carolina.

What Are the Minimum
Requirements for Creating a

Valid Marriage?

In states that do not recognize common
law marriages, a valid marriage generally

must satisf}' requirements pertaining to

the solemnization, the officiant, and the

license. North Carolina law

addresses each of those

but does not directly tie

the license requirements to

the validity' of a marriage.

The Solemnization

A "common law marriage"

— one brought about by a

couple's agreement and

cohabitation, without a

ceremony—may not be

created in North Caro-

lina." Further, state law

does not permit "proxy

marriages" (in which a

person stands in for one

party) or marriages in which one party

participates through video or other

remote means. A ceremony or another

kind of solemnization is required, and

both parties must be physically present.

In North Carolina, a valid marriage

between two people who are eligible to

marry is created when

• in the presence of each other, they

freely, seriously, and plainly express

their consent to take each other as

husband and wife; and

• they do so either

• in the presence of an ordained

minister, a minister authorized by

a church, or a magistrate,

who then declares that they

are husband and wife; or

• in accordance with any

mode of solemnization

recognized by a religious

Whether someone is an

ordained minister or a

minister authorized by

a church is not always

easily answered, es-

pecially when ordination

certificates are available via the

Internet

denomination or a federally

recognized or state-recognized

Indian nation or tribe.'*"

This wording dates from 2001,

when the General Assembly rewrote the

marriage laws, in part to broaden the

ways in which marriages may be per-

formed."" Before the rewriting, the

statute authorized the solemnization

of marriages only by magistrates, by

ordained or authorized ministers, in

accordance with the custom of the

Society of Friends, or by a local spiritual

assembly of the Baha'is."'-

Although the current statutory lan-

guage is much more inclusive and ac-

commodating of different religions and

cultures than the earlier wording was,

it continues to leave unanswered some

questions that go to the heart of re-

quirements for creating a valid mar-

riage. Arguably, current law results in

more uncertainty by extending accept-

able solemnization procedures to include

"any mode of solemnization" recognized

by a religious denomination or by a

federally recognized or state-recognized

Indian nation or tribe. Whether a cere-

mony satisfies that requirement seems

particularly unsuited for resolution by

the courts that

decide cases

involving the

\alidit\' of

marriages."*^

The Officiant

.Most marriages

involve a minister, a magistrate, or

another individual who officiates at a

civil or religious ceremony. Magistrates,

as appointed North Carolina public

officers, are easy to identify', and once

they are identified, their authority to

officiate at weddings in the state is

clear.* There are more than seven

hundred magistrates in North Carolina.

Questions about whether someone is

an ordained minister or a minister

authorized bv a church, or whether an
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entiD." even is a

church or a religiou

denomination, are

not always answered

so easily. Similarly,

whether a particular

mode of solemnization

is recognized by a

religious denomi-

nation or hy a

federally

recognized

or state-

recognized

Indian nation or

tribe may be difficult

to determine.

Churches, denomi-

nations, and religions

do not depend on

the state for their

existence or their

legitimacy.

Rather, for pur-

poses of creating

the legally signifi-

cant status of marriage, the state largely

defers to them and other nongovern-

mental entities. The fact that marriage

for many people is both religiously and

legally significant makes this overlap of

religious and governmental authorin.' un-

derstandable. In some instances, though,

the overlap generates uncertainties that

the law is not well equipped to resohe."*"

Sue and Ned, hiring resolved the issue

of Sue's first marriage, were married in

Chapel Hill hy Ned's hrother Larry. In

anticipation of the wedding, Larry com-

pleted an application on the Internet and,

a few days later, printed out a certificate

stating that he iras an ordained minister

of the Universal Life Church.-''^ Now a

friend has told Sue that her marriage

might not be valid. Is Lam' an "ordained

minister" or "a minister authorized by a

church" to perform marriages^ Is the

Universal Life Church a church for pur-

poses of the marriage statute, when the

only doctrine the organization espouses

is "freedom of religion "f-*'

Some states require people to register

with or be authorized by a government

agency before officiating at marriage

ceremonies.""* North Carolina has no such

requirement and does not charge any

public official with responsibility for

determining before or after a marriage

ceremony whether an officiant is legally

qualified to perform marriages. Similarly,

it IS not the role of any government of-

ficial to determine, before or after a

marriage, whether a particular mode
of solemnization is recognized by a

religious denomination or by an Indian

nation or tribe. The parties who are

marrying and the person who is per-

forming the ceremony must assess

whether the ceremony falls within one

of the statutorily authorized modes of

solemnization.

So, even if Sue and Ned had tried to

find out before their wedding whether

Larry could officiate lawfulh' based on

his ordination certificate, they would

not have gotten a definite answer. They

might have learned that in 1980, the

North Carolina Supreme Court held

that a marriage performed by a minister

of the Universal Life Church was not a

valid marriage. The defendant in that

case had been convicted of bigamy on

the basis of evidence that he had mar-

ried his second wife without divorcing

his first wife. The trial court rejected

his argument that the first marriage

was not valid because the ceremony

was performed by the bride's father.

whose only relevant qualification was

a mail-order certificate of ordination.

In State v. Lynch, the supreme court

reversed the conviction, saying,

A ceremony solemnized by a Roman
Catholic layman in the mail order

business who bought for S 10.00

a mail order certificate giving him

"credentials of minister" in the

Universal Life Church, Inc.—
whatever that is—is not a ceremony

of marriage to be recognized for

purposes of a bigamy prosecution in

the State of North Carolina."^

The year after the Lynch case was

decided, the legislature passed a law

validating any North Carolina marriage

ceremony performed by a minister of

the Universal Life Church before ]u\y 3,

1981, if the marriage "would have been

valid if performed by an official author-

ized by law to perform wedding cere-

monies."'" This statute says nothing

about marriages performed by Univer-

sal Life Church ministers after July 3,

1981, but its language certainly implies

that a minister of the Universal Life

Church is not "an official authorized

by law to perform wedding ceremonies"

m North Carolina.''

In a bigamy case, as Lynch was,

the state has the burden of proving

each element of the offense "beyond

a reasonable doubt." If the validity

of the marriage was being challenged

in a different conte.xt, however, such

as a civil dispute between the parties

over the equitable distribution of their

property or a proceeding contesting

the disposition of an estate, the burden

of proof would be "the greater

weight of the evidence," a much

less strenuous standard.'- So a

court might not reach the

same conclusion as the state

supreme court did in 1980.

It might ask whether the Universal
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gence, bad faith, or

deception, the court might apply

the doctrine of "equitable

estoppel" to preclude that

party from denying the

validity of the marriage.

Or if both parties par-

\ ticipated in the

marriage knowing

^v exactly the risk

they took, and

acted as a

married

couple
"t^-

Life Church had

changed in character since

1981 or whether the officiant had some

qualifications in addition to a mail-

order (or Internet-generated) certificate,

or whether he or she actually functioned

as a minister in ways other than by

performing marriages."

In a dispute between the parties,

a court also would look at the conduct

of the parties. If an invalid marriage

was created because of one party's negli-

thereafter, a coiu^t

might conclude that both

should be estopped from denying the

validity of the marriage. The court's

reaching such a conclusion would not

be the same as its declaring the marriage

valid. Rather, application of the doctrine

of equitable estoppel would prevent a

culpable party from asserting the mar-

riage's invalidity, usually in an attempt

to avoid obligations that arose from

the marriage.^'*

For Sue and Ned and other couples

married by a minister ordained via the

Internet or via mail order, the question

of whether their marriage is void or void-

able may never arise. When the license

is returned to the register of deeds in-

dicating that the ceremony was per-

formed by "Larry Jones," whose title

is "minister," the register of deeds

has no way to know, and no dut}'

to determine,

whether Larrv

^Sj. |vA<aP«^^3<=*

ones is au-

thorized to

perform

marriages

in North

Carolina.

It the marriage is chal-

lenged later, it is impossible to predict

with certainty what a North Carolina

court would say about the validity of a

marriage performed by someone whose

only credential was a certificate printed

off the Internet. The court likely would

consider, among other factors, the con-

text in which the issue arises, the char-

acteristics of the particular officiant,

and the conduct of the parties."

The License

North Carolina law describes the pro-

cedures for obtaining a marriage license,

specifies that a license is valid for sixty

days, and sets out the duties of registers

of deeds to issue and record marriage

licenses.''' The marriage statutes also

authorize both civil and criminal penal-

ties against any person who performs a

marriage ceremony without first receiv-

ing a license, who performs a ceremony

after the license has expired, or who fails

to complete the license and the certifi-

cate properly and return them within

ten days to the register of deeds.''"' No-

where, however, does the law make
obtaining a license a prerequisite for the

creation of a valid marriage, make it

illegal for a couple to marry without a

license, or invalidate marriages that take

place without a license or after expira-

tion of a license. What the law requires

is what appears earlier in this article:

that both parties be physically present,

freely consent to marriage, and do so in

one of two specified ways."

One might think that the legislature,

by including in the marriage statutes

detailed provisions about marriage

licenses, intended to require a vahd

license in order to create a valid mar-

riage. North Carolina courts, however,

have consistently held otherwise.'"' Most

of the cases addressing the issue were

decided before 1930, but the language

of the statute has not changed in ways

that would appear to affect that result.

As recenriy as 1980, the North Carolina

Supreme Court said, "Though the mar-

riage license is competent evidence

tending to prove a marriage, . . . the

absence or presence of a marriage license

is of minimal consequence in estab-

lishing a valid marriage to support a

bigamy prosecution."''"

Even if a valid marriage exists with-

out a license and can be proved in court
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by the testimony of the parties, witnesses,

an officiant, or others, the practical dif-

ficulties for couples who marry without

a license can be huge.

Sue and Ned completely forgot to ap-

ply for and obtain a marriage license

before their ivedding. As a result,

although the qualifications of the offi-

ciant and the method of solemnization

were in complete compliance with stat-

utory requirements for creating a valid

marriage, there was no license or certi-

ficate for the officiant to complete and

return to the register of deeds. When
Sue tried to have her name changed on

her driver's license, she was asked for

a copy of her marriage certificate."^

She did not have one that was ac-

ceptable for obtaining a new driver's

license. (Certificates generated by a

church or another nongovern-

mental entity are not acceptable for this

purpose.) She was equally stymied when

she tried to change her Social Security

card and her official college records."-

Sue and Ned decided that they must

have a certificate. They applied for and

obtained a marriage license and a cer-

tificate from the register of deeds, making

no mention of their marriage ceremony.

(Had they stated that they already were

married, the register of deeds tvonld not

have issued the license.) Larry (who

may be assumed for the moment to have

qualified to perform the ceremony) com-

pleted the forms, giving the date of the

actual tvedding, and mailed both copies

to the register of deeds after he and the

two witnesses signed them.

State law appears to say that the marriage

is valid, but the license is not because it

was issued after the marriage took place."'

When the register of deeds notices that

the marriage predates the issuance of

the license, it is not clear what he or she

should do with the returned license and

certificate. Neither statutes nor state ad-

ministrative rules address that question."^

In some counties, technology answers

the question in part, because the com-

puter systems used to record marriage

information will not accept data about

a marriage that occurred before the date

on which the license was issued.

Some couples facing the dilemma that

Sue and Ned confronted not only apply

for and obtain a license and a certificate

but also have another marriage cere-

mony-. ^X'llen the license

and the certificate are

completed reflecting

the date of this

second ceremony

and then returned to

the register of deeds,

nothing irregular

appears on the face

of the certificate.

When the two cere-

monies are only a

few days apart, this

if" A "K^
I

I practice may be
'^^*^^"''"" harmless, and it is

easy to understand

why couples engage

in it and why some registers of deeds

advise couples to do so. Sometimes,

however, the need to document a mar-

riage arises long after the ceremony,

such as when one spouse dies.

Margaret and Paid created a different

dilemma for the register of deeds. They

properly applied for and obtained a

marriage license from a North Carolina

register of deeds. They were married

within sixty days of the license's issue,

and within ten days of the wedding, the

minister who performed the ceremony

returned both completed copies to the

register of deeds who issued the license.

The returned license, however, indicated

that the marriage took place in Bristol,

Tennessee.''^ Whether Margaret and Paul

are legally married is a question that now
depends on Tennessee law, for the mar-

riage took place in Tennessee. The North

Carolina license is irrelevant ivith respect

to whether they are married. The register

of deeds probably should neither file the

returned license and certificate nor send

a copy to the state Vital Records Unit in

Raleigh, for they do not document a mar-

riage that took place in North Carolina.

So some people who are legally married

in North Carolina have great difficulty

proving so because they married

without a license. Others who appear as

a matter of public record to be legally

married may not be.
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Q&A
on Marriage in North Carolina

Q: May I apply for a marriage license in North Carolina, which is where
I will be living, but have my wedding in another state?

A: No.

Q: May a pregnant fifteen-year-old marry?

A: Yes, but only with a court order—and only the father of her child.

Q: May a nonpregnant fifteen-year-old marry?

A: No, with one exception: if she has given birth to a child who is still living

and she has a court order authorizing her to marry, she may marry the

child's father.

Q: A seventeen-year-old male whose parents are divorced and
have joint custody wants to get married. Must he get approval from

both parents?

A. No. The consent of one parent who has joint custody is sufficient.

Q: Do I have to prove mental competence to marry?

A: No.

Conclusion

People who want to know whether thev

are eligible to marry in North Carolina

should not have much difficulty arriving

at definite answers. Eligible couples

who want to marry or have married in

the state, however, face some possible

pitfalls with regard to creating and

proving valid marriages.

Few events in people's lives have

more significance than entering into a

marital relationship. A basic premise of

any state's marriage laws should be that

people know whether they are legally

married and that when they are, they

can readily establish that fact. The state

has a strong interest in facilitating legal

marriages and preventing marriages that

appear proper but are fatally flawed.''''

That interest encompasses not only the

need to meet citizens' expectations but

also the need to implement properly the

A "common law marriage"

-one brought about by a

couple's agreement and

cohabitation, without

a ceremony-may

not be created in

North Carolina.

Q: What if a drunken person applies for a marriage license?

A: The register of deeds can refuse to issue the license.

Q: May persons of the same sex marry in North Carolina?

A; No.

Q: Does North Carolina recognize same-sex marriages in other

states as valid?

A: No.

Q: Do religious officiants at weddings need to be registered

with the county or state government?
A: No.

many benefits, laws, and policies

for which marital status is a

relevant consideration.

Although North Carolina's

marriage laws were revised and

improved substantially as recently as

2001, they still do not provide the clarity

and the certainty required to satisfy the

governmental and personal interests just

identified. A further e.xamination of

these laws might address the following

questions:

• Should North Carolina have a proce-

dure for establishing that particular

persons are qualified to perform mar-

riages or that particular customs or rit-

uals suffice to create a valid marriage.'

• What is the function of the marriage

license, and what if any relationship

should It have to the validity of a

marriage?
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• Should the state have a procedure

whereby a couple who marry or have

married without a license, on proper

proof, could obtain a license docu-

menting the marriage?

• To what extent should the \alidity

of marriages for civil purposes depend

on religious and cultural traditions

and practices?

• What are the responsibilities of reg-

isters of deeds with respect to returned

licenses and certificates that are

incomplete or irregular?

• Should North Carolina have a curative

statute, like the one enacted in 1981,

to validate marriages performed since

1981 by ministers of the Universal

Life Church or similar organizations?

• Is there a need for a simple judicial

procedure whereb)' couples may ob-

tain legal determinations of whether

they are legalh' married under North

Carolina law?

Notes

1. Exceptions to this general rule include

polygamous marriages, marriages of vep,'

young children, or other marriages that vio-

late strong public policies. A statute provides

specifically that same-sex marriages, regard-

less of where they were created, are not valid

in North Carolma. N.C. Gen. Stat. § 51-1.2

(hereinafter G.S.). See the discussion of

gender, later in the text.

2. A somewhat different issue may arise if

a person is not able to show documentation

or proof that a valid marriage took place here.

3. Sec the table. Marriage Laws of the

Fift)- States, District of Columbia and Puerto

Rico, a\'ailable at http://straylight.law.cornell.

edu/topics/Table_Marriage.hrm, a site of the

Legal Information Institute at Cornell Univer-

sir\' Law School. The National Conference of

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws ap-

proved a Uniform .Marriage and Divorce Act

in 1970 and amended it in 1971 and 1973.

During the 1970s several states adopted

portions of the act. Since then, however, the

act has received little attention. Information

about it can be found at w\\"w.law.cornell.edu/

uniform/vol9.html. Information about the

National Conference of Commissioners on

Uniform State Laws can be found at \\t.\'W.

nccusl.org/LIpdate/.

4. Additional factors are inherent in the

provision that a marriage may he declared

invalid if either part)' is physically impotent at

the time of the marriage or if the parties

married under a representation and belief that

the female was pregnant, the parties then

separated within fort)--five days of marr\'ing

and remained separated for a year, and no

child was born within ten lunar months of the

parties' separating. G.S. 51-.i.

5. Almost half of the states ha\ e some

requirement relating to medical examinations

or tests. See the table. Marriage Laws of the

Fifty States, District of Columbia and Puerto

Rico, described in note 3.

6. G.S. 51-3. Usually, however, the parties

may ratif>' a voidable marriage if it is not an-

nulled by a court and the couple live together

as husband and wife. If the parties to a void-

able marriage have a child, the court may be

precluded from declaring the marriage void.

~. G.S. 4SA-2.

S. G.S. 51-2{al) states that an emanci-

pated minor is not required to ha\e written

consent to marry if a court order or a certift-

cate of emancipation is filed with the register

of deeds. In North Carolina, only minors who
are at least sbcteen years of age may petition for

emancipation. G.S. ~B-3500. Because a minor's

marriage automatically emancipates the minor

and relieves his or her parents of all parental

duties and responsibilities, proof of a minor's

prior marriage also should preclude the need

for consent. See G.S. 7B-3507, -3509.

9. G.S. 51-2. .As originally enacted in

2001 by SL 2001-62, G.S. 51-2 required that

the consent be acknowledged before a notary

public or signed in the presence of the register

of deeds. Later that year, in SL 2001-487,

S 60, the General Assembly amended

G.S. 51-2 to delete that requirement.

10. The district court may appoint a

guardian for a minor in a juvenile proceeding

in which the minor is alleged or found by the

coun to be abused, neglected, dependent, un-

disciplined, or delinquent. G.S. 7B-600, -2001.

The clerk of superior court may appoint a

"guardian of the person" for a minor who does

not have a living parent. See G.S. 35.\- 1220

through -1228.

1 1. See G.S. 5 1-2.1. This law, enacted in

2001, almost cenainly supersedes a portion of

G.S. 51-3, last amended in 1977, which says

that "[a]ll marriages . . . between a male person

under 16 years of age and any female, or be-

tween a female person under 16 years of age

and any male . . . shall be void." This older

section also says that the marriage of someone

younger than sLxteen, if that person otherwise

was competent to marry, may not be declared

void if the female is pregnant or a child has

been born to the parties, unless the child is

deceased at the time of the annulment action.

12. G.S. 51-2.1.

13. G.S. 51-2(bl).

14. See the te.xt accompanying note 6. .\ coun

may not declare the marriage void after one of

the parties dies if the parties cohabited and a

child was born of the marriage. G.S. 51-3.

15. G.S. 51 -2(c).

16. G.S. 51-3.

17. Before the 2001 rewriting of the

marriage laws, G.S. 51-8 directed registers of

deeds to issue marriage licenses to applicants

"if it appears" that they are authorized to

marry. As amended in 2001, G.S. 51-8 directs

registers of deeds to issue licenses if they

determine, on the basis of the applicants'

responses to questions about age, marital

status, and intention to marry, that the appli-

cants are authorized to marry.

18. Geitner By and Through First Nat'l

Bank of Catawba Count)' v. Townsend,
6^ N.C. App. 159, 162, 312 S.E.2d 236, 238

( 1984) (holding that prior adjudication of

incompetency is not conclusive on issue of

later capacin.- to rnarn.- and does not bar parr>-

from entering contract to marn,-).

19. See. e.g., Clark v. Foust-Graham,

N.C. App. 615 S.E.2d 398 (2005). In this

case a jury declined to find incompetence or

lack of consent but did find "undue intluence"

by the much younger wife. The court of

appeals affirmed the trial court's order of an-

nulment, holding that when a person's con-

sent to marry is procured by undue influence,

that person is "incapable of contracting from

want of will," and the marriage is voidable.

20. See the text accompanying note 6.

A court may not declare the marriage void

after one of the parties dies if the parties co-

habited and a child was born of the marriage.

G.S. 51-3.

21. G.S. 51-3.

22. G.S. 51-4.

23. In 2001, in SL 2001-62, §4, the

legislature amended the article in which these

provisions appear, to add G.S. 51-2.2. It

provides that as used in the article, the terms

"parent," "father," and "mother" include

people who have that status as a result of

adoption. The change was made in

connection with revision of the laws relating

to marriage by minors, and was not aimed at

the kinship provisions, which do not use the

terms "parent," "father," and "mother."

24. For a discussion of kinship issues in

marriage, see SUZANNE Reits'OLDS, 1 Lee's

North Carolina F.anuiv L.w S 2.9 (5th ed.

Charlottesville, Va.: Michie Co., 1998 Sc

Supp. 2004).

25. See the text accompanying note 6. A
court may not declare the marriage void after

one of the parties dies if the parties cohabited

and a child was bom of the marriage. G.S. 51-3.

26. G.S. 14-183. From 1997 through 2004,

there were thirt\-h\e con\ictions for bigamy

in North Carolina. Telephone Interview with

Patrick Tamer, Statistician, N.C. Admin.

Office of the Courts (Oct. 1 1, 2005).

27. For a discussion and a timeline of legal

developments relating to same-sex marriages,

sec Kavan Peterson, Washington Gay Mar-

riage Ruling Looms (Mar. 29, 2005, updated

Nov. 23, 2005), available at ww\v.stateline.

org/liveA'iewPage.action?siteNodeId=136&:

languageld=lficcontentld=2069. For an article
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discussing the debate about same-sex marriage

in the context of the historical and anthropo-

logical evolution of marriage, see Mike Anton,

Marriage: The State ofthe Union, Los ANGELES

Times, Mar. 31, 2004, at El. See also, e.g., Linda

D. Elrod & Robert G. Spector, A Review of

the Year in Family Law: "Same-Sex" Marriage

Issue Dominates Headlines, 38 pAMin Law

Qu.^iTERLY 777, 799-801 (2005); Note,

Litigating the Defense of Marriage Act: The

Next Battleground for Same-Sex Marriage,

1 17 Harvard Law Review 2684 (2004).

28. See, e.g., Cristina Breen Boiling, Gay Men
Told Polite No on License, CHARLOTTE OBSER-

VER, May 6, 2004, at 2B; Benjamin Niolet &
Michael Biesecker, Gay Couple's License Suit

Rebuffed, News & Obser\tr (Raleigh), May
11, 2004, at Bl; Yonat Shimron & Jim Nesbitt,

Rally Seeks Marriage Law Amendment, NEWS
Sc Obsern-er (Raleigh), May 11, 2005, at Bl.

29. G.S. 51-1. This wording has been in the

statute since at least 1871. See 1871-72 N.C.

Sess. Laws ch. 193, § 3.

30. G.S. 51-1.2.

31. 1 U.S.C. S 7, 28 U.S.C. § 1738C

(1996). The acronym for the act is DOMA.
The state statutes sometimes are referred to as

"mini-DOMAs."

32. 28 U.S.C. S 1738C (1996). This

provision represents a divergence from both

the federal government's usual practice of

treating domestic relations laws as matters for

individual states to decide, and the general

rule that states recognize the laws of sister

states. The law applies with respect to

territories, possessions of the United States,

and Indian tribes, as well as states.

33. 1 U.S.C. S 7(1996).

34. A 1997 report b)' the General Accounting

Office identified more than one thousand such

laws. Letter from Barry R. Bedrick, Associate

General Counsel, General Accounting Office,

to Hon. Henry J. Hyde, Chairman, Committee

on the Judiciar)-, House of Representatives

(B-275860, GAO/OGC-97-16 Defense of

Marriage Act (Jan. 31, 1997)), available at

www.gao.gov/archive/1997/og97016.pdf.

35. See Goodridge v. Dep't of Pub. Health,

798 N.E. 2d 941 (Mass. 2003), in which

the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court

held that state action i5h

limiting marriage to couples ^^
of the opposite sex violated the

state constitution. Massachusetts

is the only state that issues

marriage licenses to same-sex

couples. Two states'

legislatures have

adopted laws pro-

viding for civil

unions: Vermont's in

1999 and Connecti-

cut's in 2005. A few-

states—California, Hawaii

Maine, and New Jersey—
domestic partnership

laws that provide some rights associated with

marriage to same-gender couples. Peterson,

Washington Gay Marriage Ruling Looms.

36. Early in the 2005 session of the North

Carolina General Assembly, two such bills

were introduced: Senate Bill 8 (filed Januan- 27,

2005) and House Bill 55 (filed February 2,

2005). No action was taken on either bill.

37. For proposals to amend the constitution,

see, e.g.. H.R. Res. 39, 109th Cong. (2005);

S.J. Res. 1, 109th Cong. (2005); S.J. Res. 13,

109th Cong. (2005). For proposals to hmit

federal courts' jurisdiction, see, e.g., H.R. 3313,

108th Cong. (2d Sess. 2003); H.R. 1 100,

109th Cong. (1st Sess. 2005). See also Carl

Hulse, House Backs Bill to Limit Power of

Judges, New York Tlvies, July 23, 2004,

available at www.theocrac>'watch.org/

marriage_act_protection_times_july23_04.htm.

38. Responding to an inquir\' from a register

of deeds, the North Carolina Attorney General's

Office issued an advisory opinion, dated March

29, 2004, stating that "a register of deeds

would violate North Carolina law in issuing a

marriage license to persons of the same

gender If, in issuing such a license, the register

of deeds operates in bad faith he may subject

himself to the penalties provided in N.C. Gen.

Stat. S 161-27." 2004 WL 871437 (N.C.A.).

j9. a common law marriage that is valid un-

der the law of the state in which it was created

will be recognized in North Carolina. See, e.g..

State V. Alford, 298 N.C. 465, 259 S.E.2d 242

(1979); Bowhn v. Bowlin, 55 N.C. App. 100,

285 S.E.2d 273 (1981); Harris v. Harris, 257

N.C. 416, 126S.E.2d83(1962).

40. G.S. 51-1. The General Assembly

periodically enacts laws, of very short dura-

tion, authorizing district court judges or other

specified categories of people to perform mar-

riages. See, e.g.. An Act Allowing a District

Court Judge to Perform Marriage Ceremonies,

SL 2005-56, which became effective June 23,

2005, and expired June 27, 2005.

In the 2005 session of the General Assembly,

a "technical corrections" bill was amended in

the Senate to authorize all district and superior

court judges permanently to perform marriages.

The House of Representatives rejected that and

other changes made by the Senate, abandoned

the bill, and turned another pending bill, S 602,

into a technical corrections

bill that did not include

the marriage law

fjl change. Neither

bill was enacted,

although both re-

main eligible for

msideration in

006 session.

41. SL2001-

62, § 1 (codified at

scattered sections of

G.S. Chap. 51).

42. 5ce William

A. Camp-

bell, North Carolina Marriage Laws: Sotne

Questions, POPULAR Go\'ernment, Winter

1998, at 2, discussing that statute's vulner-

ability to constitutional challenge.

43. From 2000 through 2004, annulment

issues were raised in 220 civil court actions in

North Carolina per year, on average. Tele-

phone Interview with Patrick Tamer, Statis-

tician, N.C. Admin. Office of the Courts

(Nov. 8,2005).

44. Because the term "magistrate" refers

to a specific public official with prescribed

responsibilities under North Carolina law,

the term probably does not encompass people

who are designated as magistrates pursuant

to federal law or the laws of other states. A
magistrate's authority to perform marriage

ceremonies is not restricted to the county in

which the magistrate serves. Because a magis-

trate who performs a marriage ceremony is

doing so in his or her capacity as a public

official, the magistrate may assess only the fee

required by statute—currently $20—for

performing a marriage. G.S. 7A-309.

45. In a bigamy case, the North Carolina

Supreme Court said, "Whether defendant is

married in the eyes of God, of himself or of

any ecclesiastical body is not our concern.

Our concern is whether the marriage is one

the State recognizes." State v. Lynch, 301 N.C.

479, 488, 272 S.E.2d 349, 354 (1980).

46. From the number of inquiries I have

received, I conclude that this scenario is not

unusual. A newspaper account of such a

scenario reported that in June 2004, two

sisters in North Carolina created a wedding

chapel offering packages ranging from $50 to

$325. The article stated that they "obtained

online ordination to conduct weddings

through the Universal Life Church based in

Modesto, Calif." Melissa Turner, Chapel

Offers Quick Weddings, News & Record

(Greensboro), published in the News &
Observer (Raleigh), Aug. 8, 2004, at 7B, 7B.

47. The website for the Universal Life

Church (at http://ulc.net/, last visited Jan. 13,

2006) includes the following statements:

ULC mhiisters come from all walks of life

and spiritual traditions. Our common thread

is our adherence to the universal doctrine of

religious freedom: "Do only that which is right.

"

Every person has the natural right (and the

responsibility) to peacefully determine what is

right. We are advocates of religious freedom.

The Universal Life Church wants you to

pursue your spiritual beliefs ivithout inter-

ference from any outside agency, including

government or church authority.

You may become a legally ordained minister

for life, without cost, and without question

of faith.

48. For example, Virginia requires ministers

to establish their qualifications and obtain a

court order authorizing them to perform
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marriages. A court may authorize others to

perform marriages, and those people or

people acting for a religious socien.' that does

not have a minister must post a S500 bond

before performing marriages. Code of

VlRGlNL^, §§ 20-23, -25, -26 ( 1981, 2004).

49. Lynch, 301 N.C. at 4SS, 2-2 S.E.2d at 354.

50. G.S. 51-1.1.

51. Id. The statute has been characterized

as "'curative,'" meaning that the legislature in-

tended only to validate otherwise invalid mar-

riages that occurred before the statute was

enacted (when people might innocently have

assumed that such marriages were valid), not

to change the law prospectively to authorize

the performance of marriages b\' people whose

only qualification was a mail-order ordination

certificate. See, e.g., Fulton v. Vickop.-, 73 N.C.

App. 382, 385, 326 S.E.2d 354, 357 (1985).

51. See, e.g.. Dodrill v. Dodrill, 2004 ^X'L

938476 (Ohio Ct. App. Apr. 28, 2004)

(unpublished), appeal denied, 103 Ohio St. 3d

1463, 815 N.E.2d b~% (20041, m which the

executor of an estate filed an action to deter-

mine whether the defendant was the surviving

spouse of the decedent, because the minister

who officiated at the defendant's marriage to

the decedent had not obtained the required

license from the secretary of state. The court

held that the marriage was voidable, not void,

and that the defendant did qualify' as the

sur\'iving spouse.

The issue arises in contexts other than

marriage disputes. See. e.g.. Tex. Att'y Gen.

Op. JC-0535, 2002 \X'L 1804633 (Tex. A.G.)

(Aug. 5, 2002) (addressing who is a '"recog-

nized member of the clergy" for purposes

of exemption under state's Psychologists

Licensing Act); Anthony L. Scialabba et al.,

Mail-Order Ministries under the Section

1 70 Charitable Contribution Deduction:

The First Amendment Restrictions,

the Minister's Burden of Proof, and the

Effect of TRA '56, 11 C.\.mpbell L,\\\

Review 1 (1988).

53. A federal court struck down a Utah statute

providing that ordinations, certifications, or li-

censures received through application o%'er the

Internet or through the mail were invalid for

purposes of qualif\'ing a person to perform mar-

riages. The court held that distinguishing that

group of ministers, rabbis, and priests from those

who received the same documentations by

telephone, by fax, or in person lacked a rational

relationship to a legitimate state interest and vio-

lated the Equal Proteaion Clause. Universal Life

Church V. Utah, 189 E Supp. 2d 1302 (2002).

54. Chance v. Henderson, 134 N.C.

App. 65'', 66^, 518 S.E.2d 780, 786 (1999).

See also, e.g., .\IcInt)Te v. McIntA-re, 2 1

1

N.C. 698,191 S.E. 507 (193~) (estopping

husband from denying validitj" of marriage, in

circumstances in which he obtained invalid

divorce from his first wife); Ma)'er v. Mayer,

66 N.C. App. 522, 311 S.E.2d 659, review

denied, 311 N.C. 760, 321 S.E.2d 140 (1984)

(estopping husband who helped wife obtain

invalid divorce from her first husband from

denying validit>" of divorce in action with wife);

Redfern v. Redfern, 49 N.C. App. 94, 2-0

S.E.2d 606 (1980) (estopping husband from

asserting invalidin.' of marriage, in circum-

stances in which he was negligent in not

obtaining signed divorce judgment from his

first wife).

55. The North Carolina Court of .Appeals

recently upheld a trial court's determination

that a couple's marriage in 1991 had not been

properly solemnized. It had been performed

by a Cherokee Indian who lectured at the

L'NC Medical School as a shaman or '"medi-

cine man," who ""performed healings and

conducted ceremonies in accordance with

Cherokee traditions," and who also possessed

a certificate of ordination as a minister m the

Universal Life Church. Pickard v. Pickard,

N.C. App. , S.E.2d (2006). The

court of appeals also upheld the trial court's

denial of the husband's claim for annulment,

howe\er. In doing so, it relied on the doctrine of

judicial estoppel to prevent him from taking a

position contrary to the one he had presented

to the court when he adopted his wife's daugh-

ter—that is, that he and the child's mother

were married. One judge on the three-]udge

panel dissented, concluding that the husband

had not presented evidence sufficient to prove

that the marriage was not properly solemnized

or to overcome the presumption that the mar-

riage was valid. Id. See also Anita Badrock,

What's a Marriage in North Carolina^ News
& Obser\-er (Raleigh), May 24, 2004, at Al 1.

56. G.S. 51-6 through -21. In North Caro-

lina a three-part form senes as the application,

the license, and the certificate of marriage.

57. G.S. 51-6, -7. A person who violates

these provisions may be liable in a civil action

for S200, prosecuted for a Class 1 misde-

meanor, or both.

58. G.S. 51-1.

59. See, e.g.. Sawder \: Slack, 1 96 N.C.

697, 146 S.E. 864 (1929) (holding that

marriage of minor without required special

license was vaHd); Wooley v. Bruton, 184 N.C.

438, 114 S.E. 628 (1922) (holding that

marriage was not invalid because solemnized

without marriage license or under illegal

license); .\Iagget v. Roberts, 1 12 N.C. 71,

16 S.E. 919(1893) (holding that marriage

under invalid license, or with no license, is

good if valid in other respects); State v. Parker,

106 N.C. 711, 11 S.E. 517 (1890) (holding

that in prosecution for bigamy, first marriage

was valid despite failure to comply with

license requirements); State v. Robbins, 28

N.C. 23 (1845) (holding that proof of

marriage without license was sufficient for

bigamy prosecution).

60. State v. Lynch, 301 N.C. 4-9, 48-, 2-2

'[ S.E.2d 349, 354(1980).

61. Chapter 1 [Your License: Reneu\il and

Duplicate Licenses) of the Dri\ER'S R\XD-

BOOK of the North Carolina Division of

Motor Vehicles, available at w^^'^v.ncdot.org/

dmv/driver_services/drivershandbook/, savs

the following about name changes:

A person ivhose name clhinges from the

name stated on a driver license must notify-

the Division of the change within 60 days

after the change occurs and obtain a duplicate

drii'er license stating the new name. Name
clninges can be completed with:

• A marriage certificate issued by a

governmental agency.

• Documented proof from the courts or the

Register of Deeds establishing that the name
change ii-as officially accomplished.

• Divorce decrees which include the name

change.

Id.Ml3.

62. Eor Social Securin." .-Vdministration

policy. Preferred Proof of Ceremonial Marriage,

GN 00305.020, see http://policy.ssa.gov/

poms.nsf/ln.x/0200305020. Although the

Social Securit)" Administration does accept

original or certified copies of religious as

well as civil marriage records, the policy states

that preferred proof of marriage does not

include ""a souvenir certificate (SO, also

known as a keepsake, ornate, ceremonial,

complimentary, goodwill, memento, or heir-

loom certificate." Id.

63. A similar issue arises when a license is

issued properly but, on return, indicates that

the marriage occurred after the license ex-

pired. In this situation the license is not valid,

but the marriage probably is.

64. G.S. 51-18 requires registers of deeds

to maintain an index for marriage licenses

and returns, and states, ""The original license

and return shall be filed and preserved."

G.S. 51-19 subjects a register of deeds who
fails to record a return within ten days to a

S200 penalty-. Interpreting that statute in

1893, the North Carolina Supreme Court

held that the penaln.- did not apply when the

license was invalid because the register of

deeds who signed it had left office before the

license was issued to the applicants. Magget,

112 N.C. at 71, 16 S.E. at 919. State adminis-

trative rules adopted by the state registrar of

vital statistics pursuant to G.S. 130A-92(7)

are found at 10.\ NC,\C 41H. Information

about the \'ital Records L'nit in the state

Department of Health and Human Services

can be found at htrp://vitalrecords.dhhs. state,

nc.us/vr/inde.x.html.

65. One register of deeds sent me a copy

of a returned North Carolina license

showing that the marriage had taken place

in Denmark.

66. See Utah v. Green, 99 R3d 820 (2004)

(Durrant, J., concurring), discussing the state's

compelling interest in and control over the

institution of marriage and quoting from

numerous other cases that have characterized

the state's interest as compelling.
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Brown-Graham Awarded

Two Fellowships

W' n the last eighteen months, Anita

1 Brown-Graham has garnered two

8& prestigious awards that have involved

significant international travel. In

October and November 2005, Brown-

Graham traveled to South Africa as an

Eisenhower Fellow with Mary Mount-

castle of the Durham Center for Com-

munity Self-Help to examine racial

reconciliation in South Africa. In Octo-

ber 2004, she visited northern, southern,

and central Europe as a Marshall

Memorial Fellow to examine ways that

transatlantic cooperation might address

global policy challenges.

A professor of public law and govern-

ment, Brown-Graham has been on the

School of Government faculty since 1994.

She specializes in affordable housing,

economic and community development,

and public liability. Most recently she

has focused on developing the economic

base of distressed communities.

As Eisenhower Fellows, Brown-

Graham and Mountcastle were unique

in two respects: they were the first

fellows selected as a pair, rather than as

individuals, and the biracial pair were

the first Eisenhower Fellows to spend

their five-week fellowship in South Africa.

Both serve as trustees of the Z. Smith

Reynolds Foundation, a Winston-Salem

organization whose mission is to im-

prove the lives of the people of North

Carolina by addressing issues of social

justice and equity, among others.

On their trip Brown-Graham and

Mountcastle examined race relations,

assessed the outcomes of South Africa's

Truth and Reconciliation Commission,

and compared models of antiracism work

in the United States and South Africa.

They explored these topics through a

series of meetings with individuals from

the public, private, nongovernmental,

and religious sectors.

Some of their most valuable experi-

ences came from talking with people

whom they met in a wide variety of

informal settings and on the visits they

made to townships and cultural and

historical sites, Brown-Graham re-

ported. From these collective experi-

ences, they concluded that South Africa

has the vision, as articulated in its im-

pressive constitution, and the commit-

ment to deal with racial transformation

and lingering economic inequities

among races. The country's challenge is a

dearth of capacit}' at the local level to

deliver on the innovative national pro-

grams to reahze the vision.

During her October 2004 stay in

Europe, Brown-Graham met with leaders

from the public, private, and not-for-

profit sectors in Belgium, Denmark,

Germany, Greece, and Slovakia.

Of the many insights she gained,

Brown-Graham observed that two

common themes arose in almost every

meeting. "Many Europeans believe that

the relationship between the United

States and Europe has been weakened

by a series of disputes culminating in the

war in Iraq," Brown-Graham said.

"Also," Brown-Graham continued,

"in ever)' country I visited, political

leaders emphasized the emerging role of

the European Union as a vehicle for

consolidating the continent's economic

power and creating a counterbalance to

the United States' superpower status."

The European Union is creating "bor-

derless nations" among its members by

providing for largely unrestricted move-

ment of goods, people, and capital. In

2004 the European Union almost

doubled in size, embracing ten new

members, many from the former eastern

communist bloc. Now encompassing

twent\'-five nations, the organization in-

cludes 450 milhon relatively prosperous

citizens and accounts for more than

one-fifth of global economic activity.

"Overall, I found Europe to be in the

midst of a crucial course of redefinition,"

Brown-Graham said.

The Marshall Memorial Fellowship

supports emerging leaders in politics,

government, business, media, and the

nonprofit sector to strengthen the trans-

atlantic relationship between the United

States and Europe. The fellowship is

sponsored by the German Marshall

Fund of the United States, which was

founded in 1972 through a gift from

Germany as a permanent memorial to

the post-World War II Marshall Plan

for European Recovery.

Founded in 1953, the Eisenhower

Fellowship seeks to enhance the devel-

opment of U.S. mid-career leaders in

fields important to the future of their

region and the United States. The fel-

lowship provides an opportunity for

people from a variety of countries and

professional fields to exchange ideas and

experiences, to build relationships with

each other, and to foster mutual

understanding. About 1,600 fellows

from the United States and 105 other

countries have participated in Eisen-

hower Fellowships.

2006 Essentials of

Municipal Government

Course Held, with Major

Support from Food Lion

**[ n January, newly elected officials

i and veteran ones, city managers,

-^1 clerks, and town attorneys began

gathering for the Essentials of Municipal

Government, a three-day course on

municipal government in North Caro-
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lina. The course is offered by the School's

Institute of Government and the North

Carolina League of Municipahties after

every municipal-election c)'cle. A com-

panion course, the Essentials of County

Government, is offered in years after

county commission elections.

The 2006 Essentials course is being

held at six sites across the state between

January and March to reduce travel

costs and make it easier for local

officials to attend. Sites this year are

Wilmington, Rocky Mount, Asheville,

Greensboro, Nags Head, and Charlotte.

Nearly 900 elected officials and other

municipal leaders are expected to attend.

Major financial support of $20,000

for the course, including up to ten schol-

arships for small-town participants,

came from Food Lion LLC of Salisbury.

According to Michael R. Smith, dean

of the School, "Food Lion's financial

leadership in helping underwrite this

course was essential to our being able to

offer a first-class program at a reason-

able cost. Two long-time partners of the

School, the N.C. League of Municipali-

ties and the N.C. City and County Man-
agement Association, also contributed

generously, as did the Local Government

Federal Credit Union, and—a landmark

achievement—the state's three major

power companies, Duke Power, Progress

Energy, and Dominion Power. Such aid

underscores the importance of this

course in enhancing the effectiveness of

local government across the state.

"For many newly elected officials,

this is their introduction to the breadth

of responsibility held at the local level.

Also, more experienced officials and

managers learn valuable information on

legislative changes and management

techniques, among other topics."

Essentials sessions are taught by expert

instructors, including faculty and staff

of the School, staff of the N.C. League

of Municipalities, and experienced mu-

nicipal government officials from across

North Carolina. Among the course topics

are the role of elected officials in a dem-

ocratic society; municipal revenue, bud-

geting, and finance; municipal responsi-

bilities for water, sewer, and utilities; land

use and development; budget prepara-

tion, capital planning, and financial

reporting; and engaging the public.

For more information on the Essen-

tials of Municipal Government 2006,

visit the website, www.emg.unc.edu,

or call the School of Government at

(919)966-538L

Former President Broad

to Join Scliool Faculty

oily Corbett Broad, who retired

from the presidency of the

sixteen-campus UNC system on

December 31, 2005, will join the faculty

of the School of Government after a one-

year research sabbatical.

Michael R. Smith, dean of the School,

said, "We look forward to welcoming

President Broad as a colleague on the

School's faculty. She possesses excellent

knowledge, talent, and experience, and

she is excited about this opportunity to

continue serving North Carolina."

Broad brings to the School a wealth

of experience in higher education ad-

ministration and public service. While

she was president (1997-2005), she

increased enrollment in the university

system, doubling minority student en-

rollment in the process. Legislative ap-

propriations to UNC grew by 50 percent,

research grants grew from $500 million

to more than $1 billion, and the state's

residents passed the $3. 1 billion higher

education bond, providing crucial

capital funding for both the university

system and the community colleges.

Necessary tuition increases were

tempered under her direction by

significant expansions in need-based aid.

Throughout her tenure Broad focused

attention on the role of the University in

economic development and the transfor-

mation of North Carolina's economy.

This commitment was most recently

exemplified by her work to bring a new

N.C. Research Campus to Kannapolis.

Stenberg to Lead

IVIPA Program

ean Michael R. Smith recently

announced that faculty member
CarlW Stenberg will become

director of the School's Master of Public

Administration (MPA) Program be-

ginning in September 2006. Stenberg

will succeed David Ammons, who is

completing a five-year term.
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In making the announcement, Smith

said, "Carl has extensive experience as a

successful administrator in higher edu-

cation and is recognized as a national

leader in the field of public administra-

tion. In addition to working with North

Carolina public officials in the leader-

ship field, he has become an active and

effective member of the MPA faculty

since his arrival at the School.

"David Ammons, who will continue

serving until September, has set a high

standard to follow. I am grateful to him

for his hard work, commitment, and

creativity in leading the program."

Stenberg joined the School in 2003

as a professor of public administration

and government, specializing in public

leadership. Earlier, he was dean and

professor of government and public

administration at the Yale Gordon

College of Liberal Arts, Universit)' of

Baltimore. He also has served as dis-

tinguished professor and director of the

Weldon Cooper Center for Public Ser-

vice, University of Virginia; executive

director of the Council of State Govern-

ments, located in Lexington, Kentucky;

and assistant director of the U.S. Ad-

visory Commission on Intergovern-

mental Relations.

Stenberg holds a B.A. from Allegheny

College and an M.P.A. and a Ph.D.

from the State Universit)- of New York

at Albany. He is a fellow of the National

Academy of Public Administration, a

former chair of its board of directors,

and a past president of the American

Society for Public Administration. He
has extensive research and publishing

experience. His teaching and research in-

terests include intergovernmental ad-

ministration, leadership, public manage-

ment, regionalism, bureaucratic politics,

and strategic planning.

O'Brien Named

Director of N.C. Civic

Education Consortium

clley O'Brien has been named
director of the North Carohna

Civic Education Consortium

at the School of Government. O'Brien

joined the staff of the consortium in

2002 as project director for the 2003

Civic Index, the first-ever statewide

study of youth and adult civic engage-

ment. In 2004 she was promoted to

assistant director. In that role she man-

aged a variety of statewide activities and

events that grew out of a series of Civic

Index Community Forums held after

publication of the index.

O'Brien holds a B.A. with honors

in interdisciplinary studies from the

University of Georgia and an M.P.A.

from the School of Government at

UNC at Chapel Hill. Her research

has been published in Nonprofit and

Voluntary Sector Quarterly, Popular

Government, and the Kappa Delta Pi

Record. Currently she serves on the

Board of Directors of Kids Voting

North Carolina.

The Civic Education Consortium

works with schools, governments, and

community' organizations to prepare

North Carolina's young people to be

active, responsible citizens. Formed in

1997, it includes more than 200 organi-

zational and individual partners who
support the use of collaborative, experi-

ential teaching methods to engage stu-

dents in active learning.

For more information about the

consortium and for descriptions of best

practices in K-12 civics education, visit

wrww.civics.unc.edu.

Voll( Becomes Head of

Finance and Information

Teclinology

Bradley "Brad" G. Volk recently

became the School's associate

dean for finance and information

technology. He is responsible for

business management, financial

operations, and informarion technology'

within the School.

Before his appointment, Volk was

assistant dean for administrative ser-

vices at the UNC at Chapel Hill School

of Nursing for ten years. He also served

as assistant treasurer for the School of

Nursing Foundation. Previously he

spent five years in a similar role at

the Universit}' of Virginia School of

Nursing and almost ten years in account-

ing and budget analysis roles at the Uni-

versity of Virginia.

"We are fortunate to have found in

Brad a person with great professional

skills and experience as well as thorough

knowledge of the University's business

operations," said Michael R. Smith,

dean of the School.

Volk holds a master's degree in

business administration from James

Madison Universit)- and a bachelor's

degree in commerce from the Universit)'

I of Virginia.
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The Founding

of the Institute

15\
M YEARS

I

he visionary founder of the

Institute of Government was

Albert Coates, a native North

Carohnian haihng from Johnston

County. Coates graduated from

UNC at Chapel Hill and Harvard

Law School and immediately joined

the faculty of the UNC School of

Law, in 1923. From this vantage

point, he says in his history of the

Institute, he began to recognize

"a gap between the law and

government as it was taught in my
Law School classroom and as it was

practiced in the cit)' halls, counts-

courthouses, and the state capitol."

In the late 1920s, Coates began to

organize "schools" for groups of

local officials, primarily police

officers and sheriffs, to help fill the

educational gap he perceived. His

experience with these schools

revealed a second gap, "between

outgoing and incoming officials."

"[E]very rsvo or four years," he says

in his history, they "were coming

into the administration of public

affairs in the cities, the counties and

the State of North Carolina,

knowing all too little about their

powers and duties at the start;

learning as they went along."

The Institute grew out of those

experiences. It marks its birth as

193 1, also the first year that Popular

Government was published.

Coates's chief collaborator in the

creation of the Institute \\-as his wife,

Gladys Hall Coates. Together they

sacrificed their personal funds and

devoted a lifetime to moving their

vision of the Institute from a dream

to a thriving realin.-. With the help of

generous donors and dues from cities

and counties, the Institute operated

as a private enterprise for ten years

until it became part of the L'niversit)'

of North Carolina in 1942. .\lbert

Coates retired from his distinguished

service with the Institute and the

L'niversir\' in 1962.

—Ann Cdiy Simpson
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Albert and Gladys Coates in the

1940s; Table of Contents for the first

issue of Popular Government, 193 1:

original hone of the Institute, at 223

East Franklin Street, still owned by

the Vnwersity and currently housing

its Center for International Studies.
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The North Carohna

Experience with

Municipal Extraterritorial

Planning Jurisdiction

Winter 2006 • $15.00'^"

Ddrid W. Owens

North Carolina Legislation

2005: A Summary of

Legislation in the 2005

General Assembly of

Interest to North Carolina

Public Officials

Winter 2006 • $50.00-^-

The Precinct Manual 2006
Winter/Spring 2006 • Please visit our

website for the price.

Robert P. Joyce

Ttic Nortn Carolina Experience

with Municipal Eitraterrttorlal

PlannlHE JuniiJietiofi

North Carohna statutes allow cities to conduct

planning and apply zoning, subdivision, and other

development regulations regarding an adjacent area

outside the city limits. This report examines the law

related to this extension of municipal jurisdiction.

It reviews the authority for the power and the

process that must be followed in order to exercise

it, and also reports on a comprehensive survey of

North Carolina cities and counties regarding how
this power has been exercised.

A comprehensive summary of the General

/ Assembly's enactments during the 2005 legislative

session, written by School of Government faculty

members who are experts in the fields affected by

the new statutes.

Published every two years, this book is a basic

introduction to the law governing administration

of elections. Intended to give practical guidance

to precinct officials, it explains North Carolina

law on registering voters, conducting elections,

counting ballots, and more. Bulk order rates

are available.

Affordable Housing and

Local Governments

March 2006 • Please visit our website

for the price.

Ainta R. Broivn-Graham

Pregnancy and Parenting:

A Legal Guide for Adolescents

Available online at

www.adolescentpregnancy. unc.edu

Anne M. DelUnger

Final Report on City Services for

Fiscal Year 2004-2005:

Performance and Cost Data

2005 • $15.00*

Prepared by Willidm C. Rivenbark for the

North Carolina Be)ichmarkmg Project

Subscribe to Popular Government and receive tiie next

three issues for $20.00*

Write to the Publications Sales Office. School of Government. CB# 3330.

UNC at Chapel Hill. Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330

Online shopping cart www.sogpubs.unc.edu

E-mail sales@sog.unc.edu

Telephone (919) 966-4119

Fax (919)962-2707

Free catalogs are available on request. Selected articles are available

online at the School's website.

To receive an automatic e-mail announcement when new titles are

published, join the New Publications Bulletin Board Listserv by visiting

www.sog.unc.edu/listservs.htm.

* N.C. residents add 7% sales tax.

Prices include shipping and handling.
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Invest in the School of Government—
and Your Future
Every day, state and local officials face complex issues and make

decisions that affect people across North CaroHna. The School of

Government is here to help with

• Professional training

• Practical research

• Expert advice

• Best practices that save time and money

Support good governiMent • Give today • Give generously
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Make your tax-deductible gift at \\-\\"\v.sog. unc.edu or by mail to the School of Government Foundation,

CB# 3330 Knapp-Sanders Bldg., Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330.

The School of Government Foundation
Working for the People of North Carolina by Supporting Qualfty Government


